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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In philosophical dialectic thinking, the source of knowledge is the consciousness about

oneself. Yet at the end of his critical analysis of the pure reason, Kant concludes that it is

not the pure reason but the practical reason by setting moral laws that has a transcenden-

tal force and stimulates the motivation of human-being (Kant, 1787, KrV A795-A833).

Taking this school of thought into consideration, intrinsic motivation for ethical and pro-

social behavior does not only seem to be one driver for human behavior but might be

considered essential for our fundamental perception and thinking. However, the extent

to which intrinsic ethical motivations drive behavior is ultimately an empirical question.

In my thesis, I explore the intrinsic motivation of individuals to act according to eth-

ical rules and social norms in economically relevant situations. While the former I define

as rules that derive from a theory of ethics and apply to individuals independent from a

social group, the latter describes the rules as they prevail within society through shared

beliefs about what others think is right (Elster, 2015; Bicchieri, 2005). The two may

often coincide as they aim for the same concepts as fairness or equality.

In economics, the interest in social norms has come along with the puzzle about its

existence (Ostrom et al., 1992; Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004a). Why would people act

against their personal profit even in situations among strangers to comply with a social

norm, e.g. cooperation? The research on social norms in behavioral and experimental

economics started with this question. Thus there is a large body of research showing

that punishment is a considerably effective tool for enforcing social norms (e.g. Fehr and

Gächter, 2000; Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003, 2004b; Balafoutas et al., 2014a; Gürerk et al.,

2006; Sutter et al., 2010). Recently, another question has become of increasing interest

in economic research, which is how social norms evolve and can be shaped (e.g. Bicchieri

et al., 2021; Dimant and Gesche, 2021; Gächter et al., 2017; Ali and Bénabou, 2020;

Bursztyn et al., 2020).

Through the lens of this recent research on the dynamics of social norms, I investigate

punishment in chapter two. Specifically, I analyze how the experience of punishment can

help shape a norm. Chapter three also deals with the question of norm enforcement but

looks at a different tool, which is more relevant in an organizational context: whistle-
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blowing. In chapter four, the topic moves from social norms to ethical decision-making

and its consequences on performance.

In this thesis, I use laboratory and online experiments as the methodological toolbox

for my empirical analysis. This method is a widely accepted practice in behavioral eco-

nomics, which allows for observing behavior in a completely controlled setting (Kagel and

Roth, 2020).

In chapter 2, I study in an online-experiment how the experience of punishment affects

individual norm perceptions and behavior in situations where no punishment exists. The

literature on punishment mainly focuses on its function to shift the incentive structure

and make behavior not compliant with the norm unprofitable. However, in this paper,

I focus on the norm signaling function as it has been proposed by scholars, particularly

in law and economics (Sunstein, 1996). I argue that the experience of peer punishment

can serve as a signal that the exhibited behavior is considered less appropriate than the

punished subject thought it is. This could help update the normative perception. I as-

sume this to happen, especially for behavior where no major agreement prevails over its

inappropriateness or appropriateness but where some ambiguity exists.

I use a simple investment game with costly punishment and run two treatments to elicit

trustees’ behavior and norm perceptions separately. In the behavior treatment, subjects

participate in the investment game for three rounds, whereas only in the second round

can the investor punish a trustee for low returns. In the norm treatment, subjects also

participate in an investment game with punishment in the second round. However, in

contrast to the behavior treatment, subjects evaluate the social appropriateness of each

return option in a hypothetical investment game without punishment in rounds one and

three.

As a first result, I find clear differences in the agreement levels on the appropriateness of

various return behaviors. As expected, returning nothing or returning an amount that

results in an equal split exhibit large agreement over its inappropriateness or appropri-

ateness, respectively. Secondly, the results suggest that individual normative perception

correlates with actual behavior. Subjects who find returning low amounts more appro-

priate than the average return lower amounts in the second round. When it comes to the
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question of how the social norm perceptions change, it seems that the subjects shift their

normative perceptions to a more favorable evaluation towards lower returns, which I call

an erosion of norms over rounds. However, this effect is significantly smaller for those

subjects who were punished. The results indicate that the experience of punishment can

not help elevate the social norm by making people perceive norm deviations as more

inappropriate than before, but it instead seems to prevent norm erosion. This finding

is consistent with the behavior treatment results where I also find a decrease in returns.

The reduction in return is more minor for punishment. However, this difference is not

significant.

With this chapter, I mainly contribute to experimental economic research on how the com-

munication of a social norm interacts with the effectiveness of punishment (Andrighetto

et al., 2013; Bicchieri et al., 2021; Dimant and Gesche, 2021). These studies show that

providing additional social information about the norm can increase the effectiveness of

punishment either through a direct positive effect on norm compliance or through the

perception of punishment. I draw on this literature but flip the relationship of interest

and thereby consider the social norm perception endogenous.

In chapter 3, which is joint work with Bernd Irlenbusch and Ernesto Reuben, we investi-

gate the effectiveness of external whistleblowing regimes when internal whistleblowing is

also possible. This study is motivated by the debates among policymakers and other soci-

etal stakeholders about which whistleblowing channels should be supported and protected

by the law. Overall, it has been shown that employee whistleblowing is a highly effective

tool to disclose corporate misconduct (Dyck et al., 2010; Call et al., 2018; Stubben and

Welch, 2020). But employees usually have two ways to go. Employees who witness cor-

porate misconduct typically have two options, they either go to an external institution,

such as a prosecuting agency, or they approach someone within the organization (Near

and Miceli, 1985). Yet the success of external whistleblowing is observable as it usually

becomes public compared to internal whistleblowing, which is resolved within the com-

pany. Hence, it is unclear how effective internal whistleblowing can be on its own and

how much an external whistleblowing channel can add to this. Furthermore, as external

whistleblowing becomes public, it often comes with more severe consequences for the

company. Therefore, we investigate to what extent these consequences might affect the

effectiveness of external whistleblowing.
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We design and conduct a laboratory experiment to study the effectiveness of internal

and external whistleblowing by members of an organization. Specifically, we ask if the

provision of an external channel can help to increase disclosure and sanctioning of lying

even if it comes with more severe consequences for the organization. In the experiment,

we formed groups of team members and public members. The team members were to

perform a real-effort task and then state their performance to the public members. They

could either state it truthfully or overstate their performance, which would increase their

own income to the harm of the public members. In the next stage, team members can

observe the decision of another team member about whether he stated the performance

truthfully or not. In case of an untruthful statement, the observing team member can

report this misconduct either to another team member, internal whistleblowing, or to

the public, external whistleblowing. This is the baseline treatment where internal and

external whistleblowing exists, and only the recipients’ incentives to accept the report

between the two channels are different. We compare this baseline treatment to two other

treatments with varying consequences for the team members. As a control treatment, we

have a scenario where team members can only report to another team member.

As a result, we find that the external channel indeed increases sanctioning. However,

it does not seem to encourage more people to blow the whistle. Instead the external

channel turns out to be more efficient in sanctioning. This is not only driven by employ-

ees in the organization who lie and therefore do not want to sanction other members who

misbehaved. We also find a non-negligible fraction of honest subjects who abstain from

whistleblowing and from going forward with reports for prosecuting other members.

With this chapter, we contribute to a growing strand of experimental economic research

on whistleblowing, exploiting the methodological advantage that all misconduct can be

observed, which is not possible in the field (Reuben and Stephenson, 2013; Butler et al.,

2019; Schmolke and Utikal, 2018; Muehlheusser et al., 2020). In contrast to these studies

that only provide one option to report - usually to an external party or a computer - we

analyze a situation where two different channels of whistleblowing are available.

Whereas in chapters two and three, the focus lies on the enforcement of social norms

and the prevalence of norm enforcement within social groups, the next chapter instead
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focuses on the individual ethical decision-making and how this affects performance.

Chapter 4 is joint work with Anna Untertrifaller, where we analyze whether being re-

sponsible for an ethical or unethical work environment affects workers’ performance. This

study is motivated by combining two strands of experimental literature on intrinsic mo-

tivation and performance. On the one hand, there is evidence that people perform better

when they consider their job meaningful (Ariely et al., 2008; Chandler and Kapelner,

2013) or it has a pro-social mission (Fehrler and Kosfeld, 2014; Tonin and Vlassopoulos,

2015; Carpenter and Gong, 2016; Charness et al., 2016; Kajackaite and Sliwka, 2017;

Cassar, 2018). In these studies, the positive effect on performance is explained by selec-

tion: people who have preferences for such a pro-social mission choose this job. However,

on the other hand, there is also experimental research suggesting that responsibility and

autonomy over a decision can increase performance (Charness, 2000; Babcock et al., 2015;

Falk and Kosfeld, 2006; Bartling and Fischbacher, 2011). Therefore, we ask if the perfor-

mance increase for a pro-social or ethical job environment could not only come from the

selection but also from the fact that the people feel responsible for their ethical behav-

ior and thereby more committed to the task they do (Deci, 1971; Ryan and Deci, 2000;

Gagné and Deci, 2005).

In a laboratory real-effort experiment, we use a specific randomization technique that

allows us to separate the responsibility effect from a possible selection effect. For this, we

assign subjects either the role of a worker or an employer and form groups of two. The

worker has to eventually perform a task, about which both players can decide. Specif-

ically, both players can overstate the piece rate, which is beneficial for both of them.

However, apart from the aspect that the overstatement is untruthful, we also made clear

that it is against the rules. Thus a violation of this rule we call unethical. Only after

both players decide, will a random choice implement either the decision of the employer

or the worker. Hence, we elicited the worker’s preferences before the decision took place.

When the employer’s decision was implemented, we call it No Responsibility because

the worker performs a task according to a piece rate he did not choose. He knows this

and also knows whether or not the employer overstated. In case the worker acts accord-

ing to the piece-rate he decided for, we call this situation Responsibility. We suggest

a theoretical framework that use a standard utility function and adds ethical costs and

intrinsic motivation from ethical responsibility. From that, we the hypothesis that under
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a truthful piece-rate, workers who prefer a truthful piece-rate would exert higher effort if

their own decision was implemented (Responsibility) compared to a situation where the

decision of the employer was implemented (No Responsibility).

We find that workers who prefer to work under a truthfully stated piece-rate (an ethical

work environment) perform better if they are also responsible for it, compared to a sit-

uation imposed on them. We do not find this positive incentive effect of responsibility

for workers that prefer an unethical work environment. Moreover, we observe that if an

unethical environment is imposed, workers who prefer an ethical environment perform

worse than those who are aligned with the environment.

The results from the three experimental studies I present in this thesis show that people

seem to be influenced by others’ behavior, as being punished can have a sustaining effect

on social norms. Moreover, we learn that some people are willing to report an observed

wrongdoing irrespective of the expected success of the whistleblowing action. Internal

reporting seems less effective in sanctioning because not only do those who committed a

wrongdoing refrain from letting whistleblowing through but even subjects who act norm

compliant. Lastly, I show that ethical decision-making can also positively affect perfor-

mance when people can bear responsibility. Hence this thesis contributes to a better

understanding of the dynamics of social norm enforcement and the motivational effect

of acting ethically. In the following chapters, the experimental studies are presented in

detail.
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CHAPTER 2

TEACHING RIGHT FROM WRONG: THE ROLE OF

PUNISHMENT IN NORMATIVE UPDATING

2.1 Introduction

People punish others for norm violations that harm the punisher herself or a third party.

Experimental economic and psychological research finds extensive evidence for this phe-

nomenon in the field and in the lab (e.g. Fehr and Gächter, 2000; Balafoutas et al., 2014b).

This well studied observation is essential to understanding basic concepts of norm en-

forcement and the evolution of norm-enforcing institutions (Gürerk et al., 2006; Sutter

et al., 2010). In the presence of potential punishment people usually act more compliant

to the norm - even in situations with complete strangers.(e.g. Lergetporer et al., 2014;

Fehr and Gächter, 2002)

In this field, most studies model punishment as an exogenous tool that shifts the in-

centive structure (Becker, 1968; Ostrom et al., 1992; Sigmund, 2007; Fehr and Gächter,

2002). Under the threat of punishment, people expect to suffer a high payoff reduction if

they deviate, and they would act compliant because it is the most profitable. However,

there is a large body of research, primarily in the field of law and economics, arguing

that punishment not only comes with a material cost but also conveys a signal about

the normative appropriateness of an action (Sunstein, 1996; Tyran and Feld, 2006; Mas-

clet et al., 2003; Galbiati and Vertova, 2008). It thereby emphasizes the norm-signaling

function of law and punishment, which may also affect norm compliance, especially in

situations where uncertainty exists about the prevailing social norm (Benabou and Tirole,

2011).

In a recent study, Galbiati et al. (2021) take up the idea of the norm-signaling function

and study how laws can affect the perception of the social norm. Specifically, the authors

study how past lockdown policies during the Covid-19 pandemic drastically changed the

perception of the social norm of social distancing. However, the focus lies on the influence

of laws and thus on the institutional level of punishment. I draw on this research but

with a different focus. Specifically, I am interested in norm enforcement among peers

and ask if the experience of punishment by another person could also affect the perceived

social norm.
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To illustrate the research question, let us take another example from the Covid-19 pan-

demic. Public health organizations have heavily promoted proper hand-washing behavior

as a simple but considerable contribution every individual ought to make to help mitigate

the spread of the virus. However, a proper practice costs people some effort and is not

always observable by others. A person might deviate from the recommended practice

and not do it carefully enough, but think it still is appropriate because it is something.

If someone sees it and punishes this deviating behavior, this may help the person up-

date the belief about what is commonly considered appropriate. In other words, being

punished could change the evaluation of how accepted a deviation of the social norm

is, which might in turn, create a higher cost for this deviating behavior. Therefore, the

punishment could help update and adjust how a person evaluates a behavior and thereby

supports the internalization of a norm.

In the present paper, the main research question is whether the experience of being

punished influences how the person perceives the norm and behaves in a situation where

punishment is not possible. Specifically, I am interested in how punishment could change

the evaluation of an action that lies in a range of normative ambiguity and, thus, for which

no explicit agreement prevails over its appropriateness or inappropriateness. To study

the research question, I use an online-experiment. The main reason for this method-

ological choice is that it allows me to measure the perceived social norm and behavior

separately. These two variables of interest usually come together in the field and are

hard to disentangle. Furthermore, the experimental study delivers observations within

subjects directly before and after punishment is experienced, which helps to study the

causal relationship between punishment and social norms.

Specifically, I use a simple investment game with weak punishment and run two treat-

ments to elicit behavior and norm perceptions separately on a stranger matching protocol.

In the behavior treatment, subjects participate in the investment game for three rounds,

whereas only in the second round can the investor punish a trustee. In the norm treat-

ment, subjects also participate in an investment game with punishment in the second

round. However, in rounds one and three, subjects evaluate the social appropriateness

of each return option in a hypothetical investment game without punishment using an

incentivization similar to Krupka and Weber (2013).
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As the main result, I conclude that punishment seems to have a sustaining effect on

the evaluation of actions for which normative ambiguity prevails. Overall, I find that

trustees significantly shift their perception of the social norm towards a more favorable

evaluation of deviations from the social norm. However, the deteriorating effect seems

to be only prevailing for those trustees who did not receive a punishment. Controlling

for the return behavior in round 2, I find that the experience of punishment significantly

diminishes the shift to a more favorable evaluation of norm deviations. Hence, it appears

that the experience of not being punished encourages the trustee to consider norm de-

viations more appropriate than before. At the same time, the experience of punishment

prevents this erosion of the norm. As for the behavior treatment, the results hint at a

similar conclusion. I also find a significant decrease in returns from round 1 to round 3

in the behavior treatment for trustees who were punished or not. However, while dete-

riorating shift appears to be more pronounced for trustees who were not punished, the

difference is not significant.

This paper contributes to existing evidence and conceptual thinking about norm en-

forcement for two main reasons. First, the results of this study unfold how punishment

could affect norm perceptions and behavior even beyond the situation where it actually

takes place. Second, in contrast to other experimental papers on social norm perceptions

(Dimant and Gesche, 2021; Bicchieri et al., 2021; Reuben and Riedl, 2013) I not only look

at the aggregated evaluations and how they might change or be different between groups.

In this paper, I also focus on the individual norm perception to analyze norm change

within subjects. Specifically, I use two different measures. I look at the switching point,

which indicates the first action that a subject considers appropriate among all decision

options put in an order. And I look at how appropriately a subject evaluates its own

behavior in round 2. These two measures together may give a compound picture of how

norms can change on an individual level.

2.2 Related literature

This paper is related to various strands of literature. First, it contributes to experimen-

tal research on the interaction between social norm communication and peer punishment.

Andrighetto et al. (2013) study a public good game and combine the material threat of

punishment with an additional norm-signaling component. They show that this interac-
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tion can increase and sustain pro-social behavior more than punishment alone. While the

authors find a positive effect of the norm-signal on the effectiveness of punishment, they

consider the social norm information as a separate component not relative to punishment.

Bicchieri et al. (2021) recognize the norm-signaling function punishment holds itself.

As the experimental design in the present paper, the authors use a trust game with weak

punishment such that the incentive effect is not sufficient to change behavior. The au-

thors concentrate, therefore, on the norm-signaling function of punishment and ask how

additional information about the norm could change the perception of the legitimacy of

the punishment. They find that weak punishment combined with normative information

about what people think is appropriate to do can increase compliance compared to no

punishment. I draw on this research described above but flip the causal relationship of

interest. While in those studies, the authors use the normative signal as an exogenous

variation to investigate the effect of norm information on the effectiveness of punishment,

in the present paper, I focus on the question of how punishment can affect the social

norm perception.

Therefore, this study relates to the experimental literature on interventions to change

individual normative perceptions. In a recent experimental study, Dimant and Gesche

(2021) investigate whether the provision of norm information changes the norm percep-

tion of the action to be punished and could increase punishment. For this, they look

at the behavior and normative evaluation separately and find that, indeed, information

about the prevailing social norm increases the amount of punishment. This finding is

consistent with their observation that the norm information also lowers the average per-

ception of the norm violation. Furthermore, they show that the norm information has a

more substantial effect on norm perception in an environment of conflicting social norms

and thus where the evaluation of norm violations is rather ambiguous.

In another study by Gächter et al. (2017), the authors examine how the observed be-

havior of the peers affects the individual norm perception. In a sequential three-player

dictator game, they elicit the behavior and the normative perception of the behavior

of the second dictator in two separate experiments. They find that if observable, the

first dictator’s choice has a significant influence on the perception of the social appro-

priateness of norm deviating behavior. Hence, this study shows that the observation of
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a single person and not only the information about a broader group can heavily affect

norm perceptions. Furthermore, this effect is larger for actions where normative ambi-

guity prevails. This result is consistent with the findings of the present paper that the

experience of punishment by another person influences the norm perceptions of behavior

for which no explicit normative agreement exists. However, in those previous studies, the

comparison remains between subjects, and does not consider how normative perceptions

may actually evolve within subjects.

As for the within-subject comparison of norm-related behavior and perceptions, this

paper also relates to a strand of literature on spill-over effects of enforcement regimes on

behavior and normative perceptions (see Galizzi and Whitmarsh (2019) for an overview).

Peysakhovich and Rand (2016) show in their study on habit formation that subjects that

were repeatedly exposed to an incentive environment that encourages cooperation, keep

behaving more cooperative in other subsequent games. Engl et al. (2021) present evidence

of spill-over effects of enforcement institutions on simultaneous behaviors in unregulated

domains. Another strand of literature investigates how the exposure to norm enforcement

institutions changes cooperative behavior through rational learning (Galbiati et al., 2019;

Acemoglu and Jackson, 2017). In this paper, I refer to this literature and adopt the rea-

soning of a rational updating of beliefs about the social norm. Specifically, I hypothesize

that subjects, who received a punishment for an action for which normative ambiguity

exists, may infer new information and thus update their normative perception towards a

less favorable evaluation.

2.3 Experimental Design and Procedures

General Structure of the Experiment

In this paper, I study whether the experience of being punished can make people change

their perception of the social norm and can thereby affect their subsequent behavior in

the same domain of action. I use an experimental design by which I can compare out-

comes within subjects.

Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the experiment. In short, the experiment consists

of three rounds. In round 1, subjects participate in a basic investment game as a variant

of the Trust Game (Berg et al., 1995). In round 2, the investment game is repeated. How-

ever, in addition to the basic setting, the investor has the opportunity to costly punish

11



Figure 2.1. Overview of the experiment by treatment and rounds

the trustee. In the third round, the subjects will play the basic version of the investment

game as in round 1. This structure thus allows me to observe decision outcomes before

and after trustees may have experienced a punishment.

Specifically, I am interested in two different outcomes - the trustees’ perception of the

social norm regarding the return behavior and the trustee’s actual return decision. There-

fore, I look at these two outcomes separately, and divide the study into two treatments:

Norms treatment and Behavior treatment. In the Norms treatment, the subjects assess

how socially appropriate they think are the trustee’s return options in the presented in-

vestment game. The norm elicitation happens in rounds one and three. In round 2, the

subjects actually take part in the investment game with punishment and, respectively, to

their role, they decide on return, investment or punishment.1 In the Behavior treatment,

subjects make decisions on investment and return not only in round 2 but also in rounds

one and three.

Prior to round 1, participants are randomly assigned the role of an investor or the role

of a trustee. They keep this role throughout the session and are re-matched for each new

round on a perfect stranger matching protocol. Hence, the experimental setup makes

sure that subjects would never interact with another subject in this session more than

once. This is also clearly stated in the instruction.

Behavior treatment

In round 1, one investor and one trustee2 are randomly matched into a pair. Both subjects

receive an endowment of 15 tokens. The basic game consists of two decisions: investment

1This is necessary because the trustees shall be exposed to an actual punishment as I study its effect on
the subsequent norm perception.

2In the following, I refer to the investor in the feminine form and the trustee in the masculine form.
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decision and return decision.

Investment decision: The investor decides whether or not to send 10 tokens of her

endowment to the trustee, i ∈ {0, 1}. In contrast to a standard investment game,

this is a binary decision.3 Thus, the investor decides whether or not to invest. If

the investor sends money, her 10 tokens will be multiplied by four and the trustee

will receive 40 tokens.

Return decision: The trustee chooses how much he would return to the investor,

where r ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} before he learns about the investor’s decision.

Thus the trustee always decides how much to return. However, the return decision

comes into effect only if the corresponding investor chooses to invest.

Based on the subjects’ decisions in each group j the earnings are as follows:

Π
j
Investor = 15− ij ∗ (10− rj). (2.1)

Π
j
Trustee = 15 + ij ∗ (40− rj). (2.2)

At the end of round 1, participants neither learn their payoff nor receive feedback about

their partner’s decisions. Instead, they will learn about the decisions in this round at the

end of the session.

In round 2, investors and trustees are again randomly matched into pairs. A second

round of the investment game takes place. Again, the subjects make - according to their

role - a decision on investment or return as in round 1. If the investor decides to invest

(i = 1) in this round, she will get the opportunity to punish her trustee.

Punishment decision: If the investor decides to invest, i = 1, she learns how much

her trustee decides to return. After that, she makes a binary decision on whether

or not to punish her trustee, p ∈ {0, 1}. If the investor chooses to punish, a

random draw, d ∈ {0, 1}, determines the outcomes. Specifically, with a 50 percent

probability, the trustee’s payoff will be reduced by a fixed amount of 20 tokens, and

the investor will pay a fee of 5 tokens. In the other 50 percent of the cases, the

trustee does not suffer a payoff reduction, and the investor will not pay a fee.

3I restrict the investor’s decision space to a binary choice because my focus lies on the social norm
perception of the return behavior. However, the return might be dependent on the investment choice
made before. To keep it simple for the participants in the experiment, I decided to have a binary choice
here.
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After all decisions were made in group j, the subjects are informed about their own

earnings in this round. Based on the subjects’ decision in each group j the earnings are

as follows:

Π
j
Investor = 15− ij ∗ (10− rj + (d|ij = 1, pj = 1) ∗ (pj |ij = 1) ∗ 5) (2.3)

Π
j
Trustee = 15 + ij ∗ (40− rj − (d|ij = 1, pj = 1) ∗ (pj |ij = 1) ∗ 20). (2.4)

As the trustees receive feedback about their earnings, they are also informed about the

investment decision of their corresponding investor. If the investor made an investment,

the trustee learns whether he is punished. As for the investors, the feedback depends on

their investment decision. Investors who invest already learn the partner’s return decision

before they decide to punish or not. Those investors who decide not to invest (i = 0) will

not be informed about the return decision before the end of the session.

In round 3, the subjects are matched into groups of one investor and one trustee again.

After that, they make the same decisions as in round 1. At the end of this round, the par-

ticipants receive feedback about the decisions of their respective partners of each round.

Norms treatment

In round 1 of this treatment, subjects face the identical decision situation as in round 1

in the behavior treatment. The difference is that the subjects do not take part in this

game. Instead, I ask them to evaluate how socially appropriate they find each possible

return option.

The participants start with the same instructions as for the behavior treatment in round

1. However, in addition to the instructions from the behavior treatment, the participants

learn that they will not make an actual decision in this round but state normative evalu-

ations. Furthermore, they learn that the decision situation will also become relevant for

them in the next round. More concretely, the subjects learn their role at the beginning of

the session. They can check their role in the header of each screen. Thus, they will make

their evaluation in expectation to act in the role of a trustee or a investor in a subsequent

round.

As for the normative evaluation in round 1, the subjects are informed that they shall
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evaluate every return option provided to the trustee in the return decision. Specifically,

subjects can assign an evaluation item from the following range to each choice option

separately: very socially appropriate, rather socially appropriate, rather socially inap-

propriate and very socially inappropriate. For this, they find all return options listed 4

on the screen. In the instructions, I refer to the definition by Krupka and Weber (2013)

and describe the concept of socially appropriate as “a well-accepted behavior, which is

generally viewed as an action that ought to be done”. Furthermore, in the instructions,

I describe a socially inappropriate behavior “as an action that is generally considered

unacceptable and for which you might receive very angry reactions”.

The norm elicitation is incentivized after Krupka and Weber (2013)5 and works as fol-

lows. Subjects are - randomly and irrespective of their roles - matched into a pair. The

subjects are endowed with an amount of 15 tokens. Additional to the endowment, they

can earn a bonus of 15 tokens. The bonus depends on their evaluations and the answers

of the matched partner. Specifically, for each pair a random draw selects one out of the

seven return options the subjects are to evaluate. The subjects will receive the bonus

only if they make the same evaluation for this selected return option as their matched

partner. Otherwise, they receive no bonus in this round. Like in the behavior elicitation

group, participants do not receive feedback about the other participants’ decisions in this

round. They are informed that they will learn the matched partners’ choices at the end

of the session.

In round 2, one investor and one trustee are randomly matched into a pair. At the

beginning, the participants learn that they are to make actual decisions in this round.

They face the same decision situation as participants from the behavior treatment. Thus,

the basic game consists of the investment decision and return decision. In addition, in-

vestors who decided to make an investment in the first place also make the punishment

decision. The instructions for this round are identical to the instructions for round 2 in

the behavior treatment.

In round 3, the subjects are again randomly matched into pairs. As in round 1, the

matching is independent of the assigned roles. The subjects shall evaluate the possible

4For the evaluation, all return options are listed in order from return zero to return 30.
5A recent study by Fallucchi and Nosenzo (2021) shows that using a coordination game to elicit the
norm is a valid technique and robust against other focal points that are not social norms.
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return options of a trustee again in a basic investment game without punishment, as they

did in round 1.6

Experimental Procedures

I ran an online-experiment with 376 participants in total. Specifically, I collected data

of 91 pairs in the behavior treatment and 97 pairs in the norms treatment. It was an

interactive study with direct feedback. Hence, the experimental sessions took place in

predetermined time slots as announced in the invitation e-mails. Within the session, I

used time limits which I made very clear at the beginning in the general instructions.

Specifically, after round 1 and round 2, subjects had to answer questions to ensure a

solid understanding of the structure of the proceeding game.7 For these questionnaires

I provided a time limit that was three times higher than the average time used for the

answers. If a subject was time outed, it dropped out the whole session. Likewise, for the

decision screens, I set a time limit. For each decision, subjects had five minutes, which

is several times higher than the average decision time, and should make sure not to put

pressure on the subjects. If the subjects did not make the decision in this time frame,

they also dropped out the game.

I programmed the experiment in Otree (Chen et al., 2016) and used the online-survey sub-

ject pool of the Cologne Laboratory for Economic Research of the University of Cologne.

Participants earned 1 Euro for 5 tokens in the game. The show up fee was 2.5 Euros.

They were paid out only one round that was randomly selected for each session. On

average, subjects earned 10 Euros.

6When all three rounds are completed, the participants filled out a short survey about their potential
motives to punish, irrespective of their roles. Specifically, I provide them with a concrete situation as
it could have happened in the investment game, in which they are an investor, and the corresponding
trustee returned five tokens. I then give them eight statements describing a specific motive to punish
( anger as emotional reaction to the low return, (2) inequality aversion (3) moral obligation (4) joy of
power (5) reciprocity (6) norm-signaling) and ask how relevant this motive would be (in a range of very
relevant, somewhat relevant, somewhat irrelevant, very irrelevant) to their personal decision whether
or not to punish in such a case. However, due to the scope of this paper, I did not further analyze the
data for this paper.

7I gave examples to clarify from solving this questionnaire what the equal split action would be in this
game.
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2.4 Hypotheses

In economic research, punishment has been mainly investigated as a tool to enforce norms

by putting a (monetary or non-monetary) cost on non-compliant behavior. However, pun-

ishment might be effective also because it signals a norm. Particularly, for people who

behave in a way that is neither commonly agreed to be inappropriate nor considered so-

cially appropriate, being punished could help them adjust their normative evaluation of

the behavior. Hence, in the following, I will focus on this argument and discuss hypothe-

ses primarily for the norms treatment. First of all, I expect punishment to prevail for

both treatments, which provide the basis of the experiment.8 So is punishment necessary

to prevail in both treatments to proceed with the following argument.

Norms treatment

Recalling the experimental setup of the norms treatment, in round 1, all subjects -

irrespective of their assigned role - are to evaluate each return option of a trustee in

a range between very socially inappropriate and very socially appropriate. I expect here

a large agreement over the social appropriateness of returning 25 points and, as well,

agreement over the inappropriateness of returning zero or five as purely selfish action.9

Likewise, there should be more heterogeneity in the normative evaluations for returns in

the range between 10 and 20. These amounts would cover the investment costs for the

investor but would not implement payoff equity. Thus it is a deviation from the social

norm of equity10 which is not purely selfish. This behavior might be assessed differently

by the subjects and thus create normative ambiguity, as already observed by various

empirical studies in the context of a dictator game (Krupka and Weber, 2013; Gächter

et al., 2017; Dimant and Gesche, 2021; Reuben and van Winden, 2010).

8There is no monetary incentive for investors to punish. Nonetheless, there are various non-pecuniary
motives such as preferences for fairness and equity (Rabin, 1993; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton
and Ockenfels, 2000), negative reciprocity (Reuben and Van Winden, 2008; Brandts and Solà, 2001) or
emotional satisfaction (Bosman and Van Winden, 2002; Hopfensitz and Reuben, 2009) that should cause
a significant amount of punishment even if the incentive function is not in place, see also (Kosfeld et al.,
2009; Engel, 2014). All these behavioral explanations mutually rely on the assumption that the investor
punishes because she expected a higher return and thus derives utility punishing the misbehavior(Xiao,
2018).

9At least in this setting, it could not be justified by any social norm or fairness principle. For example,
Alm̊as et al. (2020) show that there are different norms on redistribution and tolerance for inequality
prevailing across cultures. However, this finding emerges only when merit is also a factor.

10Payoff equity is a well-established social norm in behavior economics (Krupka and Weber, 2013; Bolton
and Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999)
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In round 2, trustees make a return decision, for which they gave evaluations of appropri-

ateness in the previous round. Hence, I expect the return decisions to be correlated with

the normative evaluations elicited in round 1. Specifically, I draw on a growing body of

empirical research (Bicchieri, 2005; Kessler and Leider, 2012; Krupka and Weber, 2013;

Kimbrough and Vostroknutov, 2016; Fehr and Schurtenberger, 2018; d’Adda et al., 2020;

Bicchieri et al., 2021) suggesting that a large proportion of subjects have a desire to act in

a socially appropriate way. Hence, if one subject believes that deviating from the social

norm is more appropriate than others, she would also suffer a smaller intrinsic utility cost

from returning lower amounts.

To illustrate the intuition I refer in the following to the utility function presented by

Krupka and Weber (2013)11:

U(x) = yx + α ∗ nx, (2.5)

where yx denotes the utility a person derives from the monetary gain of action x, nx

ranges between {−1, 1} and it describes the individual evaluation of social appropriate-

ness of the action x . Furthermore, α with ≥ 0, denotes how much an individual values

the normative appropriateness of an action.

If α >0, the utility function implies that subjects derive utility from their own behavior

the more socially appropriate they perceive it.12 Hence, given an action x and ceteris

paribus, those who evaluate x more socially appropriate than others would also derive

more utility. Therefore, one might expect that subjects who perceive low returns as

more socially appropriate than others will be, on average, more inclined to return low

amounts.13 Translating this expected behavior to the present experiment, I hypothesize

that trustees who return low amounts perceive, on average, low returns more appropriate

in round 1 than trustees who returned a higher amount. In contrast, subjects with α =0

11There are various other approaches to incorporate normative considerations e.g. Bénabou and Tirole
(2006) and a recent model by Fehr and Schurtenberger (2018). I use the model by Krupka and Weber
(2013). It fits best to this present setting because I look at the social norm perception on an individual
level and also need to capture the assessment of deviations from the social norm that might be more
ambiguous.

12However, the causal relationship could come from both directions. While there exist attempts to
identify the causal effect of norms on behavior by endogenously varying the context (Krupka and
Weber, 2013), the information on the norm (Fehr and Schurtenberger, 2018; Bicchieri et al., 2021),
there also exists evidence for a causal effect in the reverse direction, for example on motivated belief
to justify behavior (Bicchieri et al., 2022).

13I assume yx and nx to be independently distributed.
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only value the monetary gain of an action. Thus those subjects will most likely choose

to return nothing, and their evaluation of the social appropriateness should not be cor-

related.14

Hypothesis 1 (Norms treatment): On average, trustees who return amounts lower

than the equal split in round 2, evaluate low returns more appropriate than others in

round 1.

In the next step, I turn to my primary question of how the experience of punishment

in the second round might affect a subject’s norm perception. As argued above, in this

present setup, punishment conveys a signal of the norm, which possible selfish motives

of the investor cannot undermine.15 Hence, punishment transmits normative informa-

tion about how others think about deviating from a social norm by serving as a signal.

Moreover, this information might be different from what the receiving trustee believed.

According to Bayes’ rule, such new normative information would make the trustee up-

date his belief about how appropriate a norm deviation is. Hence, a trustee who initially

assumed that his behavior might be considered appropriate infers new information about

the norm from the experienced punishment, which is that the behavior is less appropriate

than believed. Consequently, being punished would shift the normative evaluation nx of

a given action x downwards.

However, a trustee infers new information from the punishment only if, in the first place,

he believed his behavior was at least somewhat appropriate and thus did not expect

the punishment. Therefore, the return in round 2 must be in a range where normative

ambiguity and disagreement over its evaluation exist. In contrast, if the trustee sent

a return of zero (or five), he would hardly think this is appropriate behavior.16 The

14Indeed, one could argue here that pro-social preferences are independent of the preference to adhere
social norms. Thus, even if a subject does not care about a prevailing social norm, she might still act
pro-socially. However, I follow existing empirical evidence that social norms and pro-social preferences
are strongly linked to each other (Kimbrough and Vostroknutov, 2016; Kölle and Quercia, 2021) and
can either be explained by social or self-image concerns (Falk, 2021).

15Studies show that cooperation significantly decreases when punishment can serve selfish motives (Fehr
and Rockenbach, 2003; Houser et al., 2008). This evidence suggests that monetary incentives can
interfere with the normative aspect of punishment. Thus the normative aspect of punishment seems
to be overshadowed.

16It is possible to assume an entirely altruistic investor would prefer a trustee taking everything. However,
this type exists, if anything, very rarely but may be indeed assumed by a trustee to justify one’s
selfishness. In that specific case, also zero returners might update their norm perception.
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punishment would not give him new information. Likewise, a trustee who returned 25

and thus equally split, which can be considered an unambiguously appropriate action,

would not learn from being punished either. He might instead consider it a malevolent

act from the investor.17 Therefore, a change in the individual norm perception through

belief updating would primarily happen for those who sent a return between 10 and 20

points in round 2.

Hypothesis 2 (Norms treatment): Trustees who were punished in round 2, will sub-

sequently evaluate low returns as less appropriate than in round 1.

Behavior treatment

Putting together hypotheses 1 and 2, the prediction about how the experience of pun-

ishment affects behavior is straight forward. On the one hand, I argued that I expect

trustees to be more likely to update their norm perceptions if they were punished for

a return r ∈ {10, 15, 20}. On the other hand, I hypothesize that many subjects derive

utility from the adherence to a social norm such that their behavior is to some extent cor-

related with their norm perception. Consequently, trustees who experience punishment

in round 2 for a return in a range of some normative ambiguity will update their belief

on how appropriate this action is. Through the norm-updating, the subject will decrease

the normative evaluation, nx, of the behavior he was punished for. This, in turn, will

decrease the utility from taking that action or even render it costly (when the evaluation

changes from a nx > 0 to nx < 0). Hence, a decrease in nx might make a subject change

the behavior and thus return a higher amount.

Specifically, I expect that trustees who experience punishment in round 2 will be, on

average, more likely to change their behavior according to their updated beliefs about

the norm.

Hypothesis 3 (Behavior treatment): A trustee who was punished in round 2, will be

more likely to increase the return from round 1 to round 3 as compared to a trustee who

was not punished.

17For public good settings, evidence has been found that antisocial punishment also exists, which means
that some people would punish others for high contributions (Herrmann et al., 2008). While the
motivations for this behavior have not yet been fully understood, it is not clear whether this will also
prevail in investment game settings.
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2.5 Results

In this section, I analyze whether the experience of punishment can help people update

their evaluation of how socially appropriate deviations from the norm are. Therefore,

the primary focus lies on the norms treatment and the question of how individual norm

evaluations prevail before and after the experience of punishment.18 First, I look at the

aggregated level of norm perceptions to see how the norm initially prevails in round 1.

Norms treatment - Prevalence of norms and correlation with behavior

Table 2.1 depicts the relative frequencies for how appropriate the given actions were

evaluated by all subjects19 distinguished between round 1 (in panel A) and round 3 (in

panel B). It shall illustrate how the overall perception of the social norm prevails. For

now, I focus on the evaluations made in round 1 (panel A). The table presents a large

majority of subjects who evaluate returns of zero (98 percent) and five (81 percent) as

”very socially inappropriate”. Likewise, among all options, the return of 25 is evaluated

as ”very socially appropriate”, with the largest majority of 82 percent of the subjects.

Whereas for the options in between, we find more heterogeneity in evaluations. Hence,

there seems to be more consensus on the normative perception towards giving nothing or

splitting equally.

From the frequencies of normative evaluations from Table 2.1, I compute the percentage

(levels) of agreement that is to be expected for each return. Figure 2.2 depicts these

agreement levels, and it illustrates the clear consensuses about the inappropriateness of

returning zero and the social appropriateness of returning 25. In contrast, there seems

to be much more disagreement for those returns that are in the range between 10 and

20. As for the returns 10 and 15, more than half of the matched pairs would disagree.

Moreover, if an agreement exists, it is not clear on what evaluation.

In order to test for differences between the agreement levels as shown in Figure 2.2,

I use a permutation test (Holt and Sullivan, 2021; Kennedy, 1995). This standard non-

parametric test relies on the idea that the null distribution can be built from the empirical

sample by shuffling the observational data across the comparison groups. Hence, the null

18In both treatments, we find large fractions of punishment. Specifically, among the trustees who received
an investment, 43 percent in the norms treatment and 40 percent in the behavior treatment were
eventually punished.

19In the appendix, Table 2.7 presents the same aggregated values in round 1 and 4 but only for trustees.
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Table 2.1. Relative frequencies of evaluations about the appropriateness for each
return

Note: Evaluations of all subjects independent of their roles in round 1 and round 3. The
evaluation items are described as follows: (- -) very socially inappropriate, (-) somewhat socially
inappropriate, (+) somewhat socially appropriate, (++) very socially appropriate. I assign to
each item a number from 0 (- -) to 3 (++) and can, therefore, take the mean values.

Panel A: Panel B:

Overall evaluations in round 1 Overall evaluations in round 3

Action Mean - - - + ++ Mean - - - + ++
Give 0 0.03 98% 1% 0% 1% 0.03 98% 2% 0% 1%
Give 5 0.22 81% 17% 2% 1% 0.16 85% 15% 0% 1%
Give 10 0.79 29% 63% 6% 1% 0.74 34% 60% 5% 2%
Give 15 1.37 6% 54% 38% 3% 1.28 11% 53% 34% 3%
Give 20 2.02 1% 11% 74% 14% 1.92 2% 14% 74% 10%
Give 25 2.79 1% 3% 14% 82% 2.85 1% 2% 11% 87%
Give 30 2.68 2% 5% 19% 75% 2.70 2% 5% 16% 78%

hypothesis is that there is no systematic difference between the two groups. In order to

calculate the test statistics and null distribution, I use a re-sampling method.20 There-

fore, I use the individual evaluations of each subject from round 1. Specifically, for each

return option, I randomly draw two subjects (disregarding the role) and check whether

or not they would agree on how they evaluate the appropriateness of that return. Doing

this, I generate a binary variable indicating whether or not a pair would agree on a spe-

cific return option. For each return, I simulate values of ten thousand pairs. I define the

fraction of pairs that agreed as the agreement level from these samples.

As for the permutation test, I shuffle this binary variable on agreement across the two

return options that are of comparison. From this resulting set of agreement values, I

randomly draw two samples of 100 simulated pairs, calculate the agreement levels for

these two samples and the test statistic21. I do this one thousand times and thereby

build a null distribution. Likewise, I create the sampling distribution of the test statistic

without shuffling across return levels but keep them fixed. The p-value is then given by

the fraction of events, where the test statistic from the null distribution is more extreme

than from the distribution with fixed return levels as they prevail in the observed data.

Figure 2.2 presents significant differences between the agreement levels of the return op-

20I do not take the average agreement as they prevail from the matched pairs in the experiment for
two reasons. First, the values would strongly rely on this one random matching realization. Second,
I matched the pairs only once in the experiment to check for agreement on all return levels (but paid
out for one option). These individual fixed effects could confound the analysis.

21As a test statistic, I use the difference in agreement levels.
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Figure 2.2. Average agreement (in percent) over return options in round 1

Note: This figure presents fractions of agreements I obtain from the evaluation frequencies
of Table 2.1. For statistical testing, I use a two-sided permutation test with a re-sampling
technique as described in the text. ∗∗∗ and ∗∗ denote statistical significance at 1% and 5%.

tions. The marked agreement over returning zero differs significantly from the agreement

levels over the other returns. Furthermore, the figure confirms that the agreement over

returning 25 is significantly different from the agreement over the returns 15 and 10.22

Result 1 In round 1, there is a large agreement on the appropriateness of returning 25

and on the inappropriateness of returning nothing among all subjects. I find significantly

more agreement over the normative evaluation of the returns 0, 5, and 25 than for the

returns 10 and 15.

As a second question, I ask whether the general normative beliefs as they prevail in round

1 change on an aggregate level in round 3. Panel B in Table 2.1 depicts the relative fre-

quencies of evaluations from all subjects for each return in round 3. However, I do not

find significant differences when comparing the evaluations between round 1 and round

3. In Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, I make the same illustration but narrow the perspective to

only trustees who were punished (Table 2) and those who were not punished but received

an investment in round 2. They show that for neither of these groups the social norm

changes.

22If I use a p-value from a one-sided test, I find that the agreement level for 25 is significantly higher
than for return 20, which would also comply with the directed hypothesis of more agreement for the
equal split.
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Table 2.2. Relative frequencies of evaluations about the appropriateness for each
return for trustees who were punished in round 2

Note: Evaluations of the respective subjects in round 1 and round 3. The evaluation items are
described as follows: (- -) very socially inappropriate, (-) somewhat socially inappropriate, (+)
somewhat socially appropriate, (++) very socially appropriate. I assign to each item a number
from 0 (- -) to 3 (++) and can, therefore, take the mean values.

Panel A: Panel B:

Evaluations of punished trustees
in round 1

Evaluations of punished trustees
in round 3

Action Mean - - - + ++ Mean - - - + ++
Give 0 0.08 97% 0% 0% 3% 0.11 94% 3% 0% 3%
Give 5 0.31 78% 17% 3% 3% 0.28 78% 19% 0% 3%
Give 10 0.81 31% 61% 6% 3% 0.92 22% 67% 8% 3%
Give 15 1.42 8% 44% 44% 3% 1.42 6% 50% 42% 3%
Give 20 1.97 0% 11% 81% 8% 1.97 0% 11% 81% 8%
Give 25 2.75 0% 3% 19% 78% 2.78 0% 0% 22% 78%
Give 30 2.72 3% 3% 14% 81% 2.75 0% 6% 14% 81%

On aggregate levels, nothing seems to have changed in the overall perception of the

social norm. However, the potential effect of punishment on the individual norm percep-

tion might diminish as they cancel out across subjects.23 For this reason, I analyze how

the individual norm perception is affected by an experience of punishment and control

for the return in round 2. Specifically, I use two different measures that shall describe

the individual norm perception and allow for a comparison between rounds.

First, I look at a switching point, which I define as the the first return among all options

in the range from 0 to 30 that an individual evaluates as an appropriate action. For

example, an individual evaluates returns of zero and five as very inappropriate, 10 as

rather inappropriate, and 15 as rather appropriate. In that case, the individual considers

all actions below 15 inappropriate and switches at a return of 15 points to appropriate, so

15 would be the switching point.24 As a second measure, I look at how trustees evaluate

the return option they choose in round 2.

23Subjects who returned high amounts and were punished (not punished) might change their perception
differently than those who returned low amounts and were punished (not punished).

24There is, indeed, the possibility that an individual exhibits multiple switching points, which may hint
at an incoherent evaluation scheme. As that pattern implies that the individual considers one return
appropriate and another higher return inappropriate again. However, there are only very few such
cases, which means that the evaluations are overall coherent and consistent. In case of two switching
points, I choose the lower amount.
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Table 2.3. Relative frequencies of evaluations about the appropriateness for each
return for trustees who received an investment and were not punished in round 2

Note: Evaluations of respective subjects in round 1 and round 3. The evaluation items are
described as follows: (- -) very socially inappropriate, (-) somewhat socially inappropriate, (+)
somewhat socially appropriate, (++) very socially appropriate. I assign to each item a number
from 0 (- -) to 3 (++) and can, therefore, take the mean values.

Panel A: Panel B:

Evaluations of not punished trustees
in round 1

Evaluations of not punished trustees
in round 3

Action Mean - - - + ++ Mean - - - + ++
Give 0 0.02 98% 2% 0% 0% 0.0 100% 0% 0% 0%
Give 5 0.13 87% 13% 0% 0% 0.15 85% 15% 0% 0%
Give 10 0.85 23% 70% 8% 0% 0.83 25% 68% 8% 0%
Give 15 1.38 6% 53% 40% 2% 1.30 9% 53% 36% 2%
Give 20 2.08 0% 11% 70% 19% 2.04 0% 11% 74% 15%
Give 25 2.75 0% 6% 13% 81% 2.91 0% 2% 6% 92%
Give 30 2.64 2% 6% 19% 74% 2.68 2% 4% 19% 75%

Before studying the dynamics between round 1 and round 3, I check if the trustees’

behavior in round 2 is to some extent correlated with the normative perception from

round 1 as argued in hypothesis 1. In Figure 2.3, the left panel presents the average

switching point in round 1 for the trustees sorted by the returns they sent in round 2.

It shows that the average switching point increases with the return sent in round 2, sug-

gesting that trustees who consider higher returns to be appropriate, also return higher

amounts in round 2. As argued in the hypotheses section, the increase seems more pro-

nounced for trustees who return an amount greater than zero.

Using Pearson correlation between the return in round 2 and the switching point from

round 1, I find a moderate positive relationship that is marginally significant (p = 0.08)

if I include zero returners but highly significant (p = 0.003) if I exclude those subjects.

A similar picture provides on the right panel in Figure 2.3. For each return option, the

Figure compares the mean evaluation in round 1 of those trustees who chose that specific

option with trustees who chose to return 25 points. Specifically, those who return lower

amounts seem to consider this choice more appropriate than trustees who did an equal

split. Using a t-test with the null hypothesis that the self-evaluations are not system-

atically different from the mean taking from subjects who returned 25 token, we find a

marginally significant difference (p=0.08).
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(a). Switching points (b). Self-evaluation

Figure 2.3. Two different norm measures in round 1 grouped by the return sent in
round 2

Note: This figure presents average values of the individual norm perception of all trustees in
round 1 conditioned on their returns in round 2. The individual norm perception is measured
in two ways. In Panel A it displays the individual switching points from round 1, which are
defined as the amount of return at which an individual starts to consider an action appropriate.
In Panel B, it shows how socially appropriate subjects evaluated in round 1 a behavior they
eventually exhibited in round2. Both measures are presented over the returns from round 2.
As for calculations, I assigned numbers from 0 to 3 to each evaluation item: very socially
inappropriate = 0, somewhat socially inappropriate = 1, somewhat socially appropriate = 2,
very socially appropriate = 3.

Result 2 The return choices in round 2 seem to be correlated with the trustees’ norm

perceptions in round 1. The threshold from which onward returns are considered socially

appropriate (switching point) is lower for trustees who return low amounts in round 2.

Norms treatment - The effect of punishment on norm perceptions

In the next step, I will look at the differences in the norm perception between round 1

and round 3 to see how the experience of punishment may induce a change. For this com-

parison, I restrict the sample to those trustees matched with an investor who invested in

round 2 to ensure that the information the trustees receive only varies in the punishment

experience.25

In a signrank test, I compare the individual norm perception between round 1 and 3.

Taking the self-evaluation as a measure, I find, on average, that trustees evaluate a re-

turn option that equals the amount they sent in round 2, more appropriate in round 3

25Otherwise, in the group of trustees who were not punished, I could not distinguish between not being
punished because the investor did not invest or because the investor chose not to punish. The infor-
mation of no investment might affect norm perceptions as well and thus could interfere with the effect
of punishment.
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Table 2.4. Effect of Punishment on individual norm perceptions

Note: For statistical testing, I use a OLS regression. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ denote statistical significance
at 1%, 5%, and 10%. Both OLS models use as a dependent variable the difference between
round 3 and round 1 for the two measures A) self-evaluation and B) switching point. In model
(1), I describe the regression with overall punishment as a regressor. In model (2), punishment
indicates the case where the trustee was punished and the punishment was implemented. The
sample is restricted to trustees whose matched investor invested in round 2. P-values for the
marginal average effect of punishment are presented in brackets below.

A) Self evaluation B) Switching Point
(1) (2) (1) (2)

Marginal average effect
of punishment:

-0.21* -0.30* 0.90 1.75*

(0.090) (0.052) (0.116) (0.036)

Marginal effect of
punishment at return:
0 0.06 0.10 0.50 0.06
5 -0.03 -0.03 0.64 0.63
10 -0.12 -0.15 0.77 1.20
15 -0.21* -0.28* 0.90 1.76*
20 -0.31** -0.40** 1.04 2.33**
Observations 89 77 89 77

than they did in round 1 (p= 0.03). If I now split the sample into those trustees who

experienced punishment and those who were not punished, the significant effect on the

norm perception over rounds only prevails for those not being punished (p<0.01)26. If

I use the switching point as a measure for individual norm perception, I do not find

significant effects for either group.

Table 2.4 depicts results of an OLS regression where I use the differences in the two

different measures of individual norm perception from round 1 and 3 as dependent vari-

ables. For the regression model, I include the binary variable punishment as a regressor,

control for the return from round 2 and include an interaction term between these two

variables. I add this latter component as I hypothesize that the effect of punishment

strongly depends on the return a subjects is punished for. Furthermore, the control for

return is important as the groups of punished and not punished subjects are systemati-

cally different in this dimension (subjects who returned low amounts are more punished

than those with high amounts 27).

26I find the same result when I exclude trustees who have returned zero in round 2 and, therefore, might
be less likely to change their norm perception as described in the hypothesis part.

27See in the Appendix, Table 2.6 presents raw data on the prevalence of punishment by returns in round
2.
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I use two different models (1) and (2), where I distinguish between two concepts of

punishment. Even if I focus on the effect of the norm-signalling function of punishment,

the actual implementation of the punishment may still be an important factor in this

context. For instance, it could be possible that the payoff reduction will make the pun-

ishment more salient to the trustee and, therefore, amplify the effect.28 Hence I look at

punishment in two different ways. In the model (1), I take into account every punishment

decision where p = 1, irrespective of its implementation (d=0 or d=1). In addition, in

the model (2), I only include punishment if it was implemented29 (d=1) in order to see

whether the effect of punishment is more pronounced in that case.30

As for better interpretation of the overall effects of punishment and the effect condi-

tioned on return in round 2, I refer in the Table 2.4 to marginal average effects and

marginal effects for each return. The coefficients presented in this table refer to the effect

on the differences between round 3 and round 1. Hence they present the difference in the

change of normative perceptions (the self-evaluation or the switching point).

In the left panel, we find the results for the regression models where the change in

self-evaluation is the dependent variable. Hence in that case we look the change in the

evaluation of one’s own action between round 3 and round 1. If, for instance, the change

is positive this means that subjects would perceive the action more favorable than before.

In the table we find significant marginal average effects of punishment on the change in

the evaluation of one’s own behavior (p=0.09 and p=0.05). Thus the negative coefficients

in both models suggest that subjects who were punished increase the social appropriate-

ness of their behavior, they exhibited in round 2, from round 1 to round 3 less pronounced

than those subjects who were not punished. This result shows for both models whether

or not I restrict punishment to implemented punishment. This first result aligns with

the hypothesis (2) in that it suggests an alleviating effect of being punished on norma-

tive evaluation. However, it goes somewhat in another direction than expected. The

experience of punishment does not seem to make the people evaluate norm deviations

28Experimental studies show that the payoff reduction seems to have a separate effect on norm compliance
(Xiao, 2018; Masclet et al., 2003).

29Consequently, I discard those observations where punishment was intended but not implemented.
These are 12 observations in total.

30Due to power, I can not disentangle the effect between the two types of punishment, though.
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less appropriate. Instead, trustees who were not punished seem to update their belief,

such that they evaluate their behavior more appropriate than initially. It might be that

the experience of being not punished serves as a signal relative to the norm deviation

and makes people evaluate a deviation of the social norm more favorably.31 Whereas the

experience of punishment prevents people from eroding their norm perception.Moreover,

this effect becomes stronger for higher returns. Therefore, it seems that only for returns

that are not too strongly deviating from the norm, and thus where ambiguity exists, the

experience of not being punished serves as a signal of a norm.

The right panel of Table 2.4 depicts the marginal effects of the regression of the dif-

ference of switching points as a dependent variable. As the coefficients for punishment

are positive, this hints in the same direction. It appears that especially for high returners,

who yet deviate from the equal split, the experience of punishment increases the switching

point to a higher return. Respectively, trustees who were not punished lower the amount

for which they consider behavior appropriate. However, the effect is only significant for

model (2) and thus only for punishment where an actual payoff reduction is implemented

(p=0.036).

Result 3 Whereas overall, subjects seem to perceive lower returns more favorable in

round 3 than in round 1, subjects who experienced punishment in round 2 seem to do less

so.

Behavior treatment

From the previous results, I concluded that subjects who experienced punishment do not

seem to evaluate their behavior less appropriately than before. Instead, subjects who

experienced no punishment tend to evaluate their behavior more appropriately than they

did initially.

In this part, I focus on the behavior treatment and look if observed norm perception

dynamics manifest in behavior. However, considering the previous results, one might

also expect behavioral differences that are slightly different from what I hypothesized.

31However, learning could also exist in a setting without feedback where no punishment option exists.
In an experimental study, Weber (2003) shows that in a competitive repeated guessing game learning
takes place even in a situation where subjects do not experience outcomes from previous rounds. Hence,
in the context of norms learning might also happen without the experience of the normative signals by
others. To test if the erosion of the norm really comes from the signal of no punishment, one would
need to check how the normative perceptions evolve over the three rounds when no punishment option
exists in round 2 and if it is systematically different from the case where subjects were not punished.
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Figure 2.4. Mean difference in returns from round 1 to round 3 conditioned on
return in round 2

Note: This figure presents the average difference in returns of trustees from the behavior treat-
ment. The return differences are grouped by the return behavior in round 2 and distinguishes
between punished and not punished trustees. I restricted the sample to trustees whose investors
invested in round 2.

As the punishment prevents trustees from considering a norm deviation as more appro-

priate than before, punishment might therefore rather lead to a smaller reduction in

return. Figure 2.4 presents at least a tendency for such behavior. Conditioned on the

return sent in round 2, the Figure depicts the differences in return between round 3 and

round 1 distinguished by punished and no punished trustees. The reduction in return

is smaller for punishment. However, even if I find a significant decrease in returns from

round 1 to round 3 for both groups (signrank, p<0.001 in both groups), this change is

not significantly different between punished and not punished subjects.

Thus we see - if anything - a decrease in behavior that is less severe for those being

punished. This observation aligns with the previous finding that those who were not

punished feel instead encouraged to be more selfish in the next round. Overall, this

would show that punishment is not necessarily there to install a norm but can help not

let deteriorate a norm, so it will be necessary to send the signal several times to keep

people reminded.
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2.6 Conclusion

The results presented in this paper shed new light on the norm-signaling function of

punishment. In contrast to existing empirical research that analyzes how punishment

interacts with social information as an additional component, I take a step back and

only focus on the message sent by the punishment itself. I can show that the experience

of being punished seems to affect the normative perception of actions where no clear

agreement over the appropriateness or inappropriateness prevails. However, the results

indicate that the experience of punishment can not help elevate the social norm by making

people perceive norm deviations as more inappropriate than before, but it instead seems

to prevent norm erosion. Specifically, I find that people who were not punished perceive

norm deviations more appropriate, whereas those who were punished significantly differ

from this tendency and do not change their normative perceptions. This finding leads to

the following three insights, which provide room for further investigation on the evolution

and enforcement of social norms on an individual level.

First, this result gives reason to assume that the inaction in a situation where punishment

is possible can send a message and thereby approve tacitly the observed behavior. Espe-

cially for actions where normative ambiguity exists, subjects who deviate from the social

norm but did not receive a punishment might even overweight this signal and use it for a

motivated belief update. Hence, at least in the setting that I investigate, the social norm

appears to be a fragile construct that needs to uphold constantly. While punishment may

serve as a tool to sustain a norm, the evidence presented does not indicate its effective-

ness in shaping the norm or even steering it to another behavior as perceived appropriate.

The previous argument leads to a the second thought. In the literature on norms and

enforcement of pro-social behavior, punishment is considered most widely a crucial and

outstanding mechanism to be in place and explain the sustaining prevalence of social

norms. However, whereas sanctions by institutions or peers have been shown to be effec-

tive in enforcing an existing norm, they might not explain the origin or change of norms.

Although this study shows that punishment as a marginal intervention by one individual

could sustain another subject’s norm perceptions, it does not seem to have the power

to give new inspiration to shift it. Hence, it might be the next step to study how other

forms of interaction on an individual level have another function in inspiring people to

change their normative perceptions. Thus, referring to existing literature on the effect of
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role models and voluntary leadership (Rivas and Sutter, 2011), it might be powerful to

see someone else in the same situation behaving differently and setting a new standard

that might also translate to a new perception of the norm.

Third, the result might provide a new narrative on why people punish at all. In light of

its relevance explaining the motivation to cooperate among strangers, it seems relevant

to explain the motivation for punishment. However, there is no compelling answer why

especially in stranger matching situations, people would incur a cost to punish someone

else if she does not expect to meet this punished person in the future again. This paper

presents results indicating that punishment is effective beyond its actual implementation.

Specifically, I find that punishment prevents norm erosion in situations where no enforce-

ment is possible. People might take this into account when they make their punishment

decision.
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2.7 Appendix A: Additional Figures and Tables

Table 2.5. Raw data on decisions for investors and trustees per round for each
treatment

Behavior treatment Norms treatment
Invest Return Punish Invest Return Punish

Round 1 0.78 15.1
Round 2 0.74 12.7 0.3 0.92 15.4 0.37
Round 3 0.54 10.6

Table 2.6. Frequencies of return decisions and punished returns by treatment

Return options for trustee
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Behavior treatment
total 33 0 8 10 16 23 1
of this punished 20 0 1 3 3 0 0

Norms treatment
total 25 1 8 7 20 36 0
of this punished 5 1 4 6 4 1 0
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Table 2.7. Relative frequencies of evaluations about the appropriateness for each
return for trustees

Note: Evaluations of all subjects independent of their roles in round 1 and round 3. The
evaluation items are described as follows: (- -) very socially inappropriate, (-) somewhat socially
inappropriate, (+) somewhat socially appropriate, (++) very socially appropriate. I assign to
each item a number from 0 (- -) to 3 (++) and can, therefore, take the mean values.

Panel A: Overall evaluations in round 1 Panel B: Overall evaluations in round 3

Action Mean - - - + ++ Mean - - - + ++
Give 0 0.04 98% 1% 0% 1% 0.04 98% 1% 0% 1%
Give 5 0.20 84% 14% 1% 1% 0.19 84% 15% 0% 1%
Give 10 0.80 28% 65% 6% 1% 0.82 27% 65% 7% 1%
Give 15 1.36 7% 52% 39% 2% 1.32 8% 54% 36% 2%
Give 20 2.01 0% 12% 74% 13% 1.97 0% 14% 74% 11%
Give 25 2.76 0% 4% 15% 80% 2.85 0% 1% 13% 86%
Give 30 2.63 2% 5% 20% 73% 2.68 1% 5% 19% 75%

Figure 2.5. Distribution of switching points in round 1 of trustees

Note: This figure presents the frequencies of switching points among the
groups of those subjects who were punished in round 2 and those who were
not punished. The sample is restricted to trustees who received an investment
in round 2. The switching point is defined as the threshold taken across
the return options in an order at which a subject first evaluates an option
appropriate.
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2.8 Appendix B: Instructions and Questionnaire

Instructions32

Consent

We welcome you to this online study.

You will participate in a study on economic decision behavior and will be asked to

make some decisions.

During today’s session, you will interact with other participants via the computer.

Thus, it may be the case that you respond to a decision made by another participant or

that another participant is asked to respond to your decision. Therefore, we ask that you

remain focused on this study throughout the duration of this session.

For your participation in this study, you will receive a fixed amount of 2,50 Euro. In

addition, you can earn additional money.

During the study, your income will be calculated in tokens. At the end of the study, your

income will be converted, where 5 tokens are worth one Euro. The payment of your

income will take place via Paypal. You will receive your money within 24 hours.

Your participation will be completely anonymous. This means that the participants you

interact with during the study will not know anything about your identity. We will also

ensure that your choices are never linked to your personal information. For the payout via

Paypal, the request for your contact details will be made by the Cologne Laboratory for

Economic Research (CLER). Your personal data can thus not be linked to your decisions.

Your participation is completely voluntary and you can withdraw from the study

at any time without giving reasons. However, in order for us to use your decision data

32Note: I only attach here the instructions for the Norms treatment, because it is a longer version
of the instructions I provided to the Behavior treatment. I used the exact wording except for the
introduction in Part 1 and 3, where I explained that they will make the decisions (instead of evaluating
them). Furthermore I explain the matching in these two parts differently as they are matched with a
partner of a different role in part 1 and 3. The evaluation task is excluded. Instructions translated
from German. German instructions and instructions for Behavior treatment available upon request.
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for research, it is necessary for you to complete all parts of this study. If you decide

to withdraw from participation during the study, you will receive 2.50 Euros for your

appearance, but not any other amounts you may have earned during the study.

To ensure that the study can be completed by the end of the specified time period of this

session, we use time limits.

This means that you will always see a specific amount of time when you are asked to make

decisions or provide answers. It is important that you always make your decision

or submit a response in the allotted time. The time is very generous so that

you can make decisions or give answers without rushing. If you exceed the time

limit, we will have to exclude you from further participation (you will still receive 2.50

euros for your participation).

By going to the next screen, I agree to participate in this study.

General information about the experiment

At the beginning of the study, all participants are randomly assigned to one of two pos-

sible roles: Player A or Player B. You will be informed via the screen which role

you have been assigned to. You will take the same role throughout the study.

This study is divided into three parts. First, we will inform you about Part 1. Only

when Part 1 is completed will you receive the information for the following Part 2. The

same is true for Part 3, which you will not be informed about until you have completed

Part 2.

After all three parts of this study are completed, one of the three parts will be ran-

domly selected . Your payment will be based on the income you have earned

in this one - randomly selected - part.

You will first receive detailed information about part 1. Please click on ”Next” to con-

tinue.
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Role assignment

You are player A / player B .

You have been assigned to another participant in this study with whom you

will interact only in Part 1.

On the next page you will get more information about part 1. To do this, please click on

”NEXT”.

Detailed information about Part 1

We provide you with a decision situation in which participants from another

session actually found themselves. Here, player A and player B have interacted with

each other.

In Part 1, we ask you how socially appropriate you would rate the various courses of

action between which Player B can choose. Your income in this Part 1 will depend

on your own evaluation and the evaluation of others in this session.

Note that the decision situation now presented will be relevant not only for this first

part but also for the second part. More specifically, in the next part, you will find

yourself in a similar situation, making a decision in your role as player A/ player

B.

Below you will learn more about the decision situation. After that, we will explain how

you can earn money with your evaluation.

Decision situation

At the beginning of Part 1, groups of two are formed again, with one player A randomly

assigned to one player B at a time.

Player A receives an endowment of 15 tokens. Player B also receives an endow-

ment of 15 tokens.
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Player A’s decision

Player A decides whether to invest or not to invest:

• Invest: Player A invests 10 tokens from his 15 tokens endowment. These 10

tokens are multiplied by 4, and 40 tokens are distributed to player B. Player

B can then give a share of these 40 tokens to Player A.

• Not invest: Player A does not invest. Therefore, no tokens are distributed to

player B. Player B cannot give any tokens to player A.

Player B’s decision

Player B decides how much of his 40 tokens he would give to Player A, in case Player

A has actually invested. For this, player B can choose between the following seven options:

I give to player A:

0 tokens

5 tokens

10 tokens

15 token

20 token

25 token

30 token

Please note that every player B makes this decision. However, the decision is only

implemented if the assigned player A has actually invested 10 tokens beforehand,

and player B thus has 40 tokens at his disposal.

How the other player has decided, both find out only at the end of the study after all

parts have been completed.
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Income of players A and B

Calculation of income

1. If player A invests:

Income of player A = 15 token (initial endowment) - 10 token (investment) + x token

(return of player B)

income of player B = 15 token (initial endowment) + 4*10 token (invested by player A)

- x token (return of player B)

2. If player A does not invest:

Income of player A = 15 tokens (initial endowment)

Income of player B = 15 tokens (initial endowment)
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Calculation of income

Player B

returns:

Player A

does not invest

Player A

does invest

Player A Player B Player A Player B

0 tokens 15 15 5 55

5 tokens 15 15 10 50

10 tokens 15 15 15 45

15 tokens 15 15 20 40

20 tokens 15 15 25 35

25 tokens 15 15 30 30

30 tokens 15 15 35 25

Your evaluation task

In this Part 1, we will ask you to evaluate all seven possible choice options that

Player B can choose between.

For this, we will ask you the following question: Imagine that player B is in the

described decision situation and decides how many tokens he wants to give to player A

out of the 40 tokens. How socially appropriate do you think player B’s behavior is?

For your evaluation, you can choose from the following scale: ’very socially appropriate

(=3)’, ’rather socially appropriate (=2)’, ’rather socially inappropriate (=1)’, and ’very

socially inappropriate (=0)’.

’Socially appropriate’ should be understood as a generally accepted behavior that

describes what one should do. In contrast, socially inappropriate behavior can be

thought of as an action that is generally considered unacceptable and to which one

might expect angry reactions.
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Your evaluation (just for illustration on this screen)

Player B

returns:

Very socially

inappropriate

Somewhat socially

inappropriate

Somewhat socially

appropriate

Very socially

appropriate

... 0 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

... 5 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

... 10 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

... 15 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

... 20 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

... 25 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

... 30 tokens to player A 0 1 2 3

Your income

Please note that for one of the parts, the tokens will be converted into euros (1 Euro =

5 tokens) and the income will be paid to you.

In this part, your income is composed of a fixed amount of 15 tokens plus a possible

bonus of 15 tokens

Whether you receive the additional bonus depends on your evaluation and that of

another participant in this session. For this, you were randomly assigned to a partici-

pant from your session.

From the seven choice options of player B, which you are to evaluate, one is chosen

at random.

We then compare how you and your assigned participant rated this action option. If

both evaluations match, you and your assigned participant will each receive 15 to-

kens.

Note that you could be assigned to any participant from this session - regardless of their

role. To maximize your chances of receiving a bonus, you should rate each

action option as you think most participants in their session do.
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Detailed information about Part 2

You will make a decision yourself in this part 2. You will find yourself in a similar

decision situation as described in part 1. Here, first player A makes the decision

whether to invest and player B how much he would give away. So you can read here

again exactly the same information about these two decisions.

In the next tab on your screen you will find the information about the additional

decision of player A.

Recap: Decision situation part 1

Comment: participants find here the same texts as provided above in the part ’Decision

situation’.

Information about the additional decision of player A

In case player A has invested 10 tokens, player A will be informed how many tokens

player B has sent back. Player A can make an additional decision as a reaction if

he wants to punish player B. On the other hand, player A who has not invested, will

not be informed about player B’s decision. For this reason, only player A who has

invested, can make an additional decision.

Player A can choose between the following options in this case:

• Punish: Player A pays 1 token, and in return, player B’s income in part 2 is

reduced by 10 tokens.

• Not Punish: Player A will not incur any costs. Player B will not have anything

deducted from his earnings.

If player A punishes player B, a random number generator decides whether the punish-

ment will actually be enforced. That is, with a probability of 50 percent, the penalty

will be enforced, player B will actually be deducted 10 tokens, and player A will

incur the cost of 1 token. Otherwise, no tokens will be deducted from player B, and

there will be no cost to player A.
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In any case, player B will be informed about player A’s decision(s). That is, Player B is

notified of one of the following cases at the end of Part 2:

Player A has not invested.

OR

Player A has invested and has not punished Player B.

OR

Player A has invested and has punished Player B. The penalty was enforced.

OR

Player A has invested and punished player B. The penalty was not enforced.

Income table - depending on the decisions made by player A and player B.

Please note that for one of the parts, the tokens will be converted into Euros (1 Euro =

5 tokens), and the income will be paid to you.

Player B

returns

Player A

does not invest

Player A

does invest

Player A Player B

Punishes AND

punishment

implemented

Does not punish OR

punishment not

implemented

Player A Player B Player A Player B

0 tokens 15 15 4 45 5 55

5 tokens 15 15 9 40 10 50

10 tokens 15 15 14 35 15 45

15 tokens 15 15 19 30 20 40

20 tokens 15 15 24 25 25 35

25 tokens 15 15 29 20 30 30

30 tokens 15 15 34 15 35 25

Detailed information about Part 3

In this part, you find yourself in the identical decision situation as described in

part 1. Again, as in part 1- , we ask you how socially appropriate you would rate

the possible choice options between which player B can choose.
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Please note that your income in this part depends on your own evaluation and the eval-

uation of others in this session.

You can therefore reread here exactly the same information about these two decisions

as in Part 1.

Recap: Decision situation part 1

Comment: participants find here the same texts as provided above in the parts ’Decision

situation’ and ’Your evaluation task’
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Questionnaire

Questionnaire after the information about Part 1

Before you can start with Part 1, we ask you to answer the following comprehension

questions.

Please press ’Next’ below if you want to submit your answers. If you have pressed ’Next’

and one or more answers are incorrect, you will be notified and can just try again.

Tip I: You can press the ’Evaluation Task’ or ’Decision Situation’ tab at the

top of your screen to scroll back and look up the information.

Questions for the evaluation task

1.Your evaluation of Player B’s choice options is compared to the evaluation of your as-

signed participant. If your score and the other participant’s score for a randomly chosen

action option match, you both receive a bonus of what amount each?

Questions about the decision situation of players A and B

2. How many tokens does player A receive as endowment?

3. How many tokens does player B receive as endowment?

4. Player A can send either 10 tokens or none to player B.

5. If player A decides to send 10 tokens, how many tokens will be distributed to player B?

Tip II: It is best to look at the income table for players A and B for the

following questions.

Income table - depending on the decisions made by player A and player B

6. Comment: Income calculations for player A and B for various scenarios. These ques-

tions were randomized to avoid priming

If player A invests, and player B sends back 5 tokens, what is the income of...
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Questionnaire after the information about Part 2

Before you can start with part 2, we ask you to answer the following questionnaire.

Please press ’Next’ below if you want to submit your answers. If you have pressed ’Next’

and one or more answers are incorrect, you will be notified and can just try again.

1. If player A decided to punish player B and the punishment is not enforced, does player

A still bear the cost of 1 token?

2. Player B will only know if Player A intended to punish him if the punishment is

enforced.

3. If player A decides to punish player B and the punishment is enforced: How many

tokens will be deducted from player B?

4. Player A decides to punish Player B after Player B has not sent any tokens back. If

the punishment is enforced, what is the income of players A and B.

5. Player A decides not to punish player B after player B has not sent any tokens back.

What is the income of players A and B.

Questionnaire after the information about Part 3

Comment: No questionnaire for Part 3.
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CHAPTER 3

WHISTLING IN THE WIND?

THE EFFECT OF THE EXTERNAL WHISTLEBLOWING

REGIME ON INTERNAL REPORTING

3.1 Introduction

Whistleblowing by employees has become an increasingly recognized instrument by poli-

cymakers for uncovering breaches of law in organizations.33 Yet, there still exists a large

disagreement on which channels of whistleblowing should be protected by the law. In fact,

whistleblowers can usually choose between the internal and the external channel. This

means they can either share information about a wrongdoing within the organization,

i.e., with the supervisor or a designated compliance officer, or they directly approach an

external institution such as a prosecuting authority or the media. And there is a trade-off

between these two options. On the one hand, the external channel is considered reliable

in taking action against the wrongdoing. Whereas for the internal channel, the incentives

for recipients of a whistleblowing report to prosecute and sanction are less clear. People

within the organization might themselves be involved in wrongful activities or they just

consider the report snitching other colleagues. On the other hand, the external chan-

nel may incur more damage for the organization. External whistleblowing usually takes

away the control over information and makes the allegations public, which could cause

an enormous reputational loss.34

Thus, among policymakers, the question arises how effective internal whistleblowing can

be on its own and to which extent an external whistleblowing regime can add to or even

interfere with the self-regulatory function of an organization. In the course of the drafting

33As a legislative response to corporate scandals and in the aftermath of the financial
crisis, in the US the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002 (https://www.investor.gov/introduction-
investing/investing-basics/role-sec/laws-govern-securities-industrysox2002) and the Dodd-Frank Act
2010 (https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-111publ203/pdf/PLAW-111publ203.pdf) were
enacted to better protect and promote whistleblowing. In 2019 also the EU launched a Direc-
tive (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L1937) to provide a
comprehensive protection scheme for whistleblowers.

34See, for example, the case of Oxfam where whistleblowers have disclosed cases of sexual exploitation:
“This also changed the public perception of overseas charity workers and damaged the charity sector as
a whole” (See https://www.europeanceo.com/business-and-management/whistle-while-you-work-the-
benefits-of-corporate-whistleblowing/). Furthermore, empirical evidence suggests that whereas for ex-
ternal whistleblowing cases long term negative effects on a company’s performance prevail (Bowen
et al., 2010), this seems not to be the case for internal whistleblowing (Stubben and Welch, 2020).
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period of the EU Directive on the protection of whistleblowers, for example, there was

indeed a substantial debate about which whistleblowing to protect and whether to treat

both channels as identical options for the eligibility of protection.35 In fact, policymakers

can easier design the potential consequences of external whistleblowing for the organiza-

tion, while this is much less the case for the consequences of internal whistleblowing.

In this paper, we take first empirical steps in this debate and ask how the provision

of an external whistleblowing channel affects the overall rate of reported and sanctioned

wrongdoing when internal whistleblowing is also possible. Furthermore, we are interested

in whether the effectiveness of internal and external channels depends on the possible con-

sequences of the external channel for the organization. For this, we study the effectiveness

of various external whistleblowing regimes by comparing the aggregate outcomes of dis-

closed and sanctioned wrongdoing. In addition, we ask by whom the different channels

are actually used. Therefore, we look at the individual strategies to see to which ex-

tent honest behavior correlates with the usage of each whistleblowing channel and the

acceptance of internal whistleblowing. We also investigate whether moral preferences for

loyalty or fairness could explain the choice for the whistleblowing channel.

To be able to exogenously vary the possible consequences of external whistleblowing we

design and conduct a laboratory experiment. It allows us to observe the full prevalence of

misbehavior as well as the actual fractions of lying disclosed and punished by internal or

external whistleblowing. In contrast, in the field, misbehavior is usually difficult or even

impossible to observe if not disclosed. The same is true for the act and the consequences

of internal whistleblowing since it usually occurs outside public surveillance. We form

experimental groups in which a subject is either assigned the role of the public or a firm

member. The firm members report their individual performance from a previous task

to the public. They have an individual benefit from over-reporting, which is, however,

socially costly because it harms the public. Within each firm, the members observe each

others’ lying and can decide if they want to blow the whistle. For this, they can share the

information either with someone in the firm or with the two external public members.

35See https://www.politico.eu/article/whistleblower-protection-rules-held-up-reporting-clash-european-
parliament/ from 28 February 2019. A similar debate arose in the course of the enactment
of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010. The law’s focus on the external channel for reward pro-
vision raised deep concerns that it could undermine self-regulatory competencies of a com-
pany (e.g. https://www.businessroundtable.org/archive/resources/business-roundtable-letter-to-sec-
on-whistleblower-provisions).
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Thus, they have the choice between internal and external whistleblowing. The reported

firm members will be punished and the public compensated, only if the subjects, who are

informed about the lies, eventually decide to prosecute. In this basic setup, two channels

are available, which solely differ in the recipient of the information about the lie. It serves

as our primary treatment (EXTERNAL). As a control treatment we look at a situation

where team members can only report internally (NoEXTERNAL). Furthermore, we in-

troduce two more treatments to see how the consequences of external whistleblowing may

affect the overall effectiveness of fraud disclosure. These treatments are based on our pri-

mary treatment EXTERNAL. Specifically, in one treatment (DAMAGE), a successful act

of external whistleblowing comes with damage to the firm, which is a small cost for every

member of the firm, whether she lied or not. In another treatment (INVESTIGATION)

a successful external whistleblowing act follows a firm-wide investigation and leads to a

punishment of every member who lied.

We assume at least two different motives that may drive whistleblowing behavior. First,

subjects will whistleblow because they value the outcome of a successful report, which

is a redistribution from the wrongdoer back to the public. Second, subjects may feel a

”warm glow” about their own altruistic and potentially truth-correcting act, and thereby

derive a private gain from the action of whistleblowing itself, which is independent from

the success of whistleblowing. We therefore expect that whistleblowing already occurs

in a situation where only the internal channel exists. If an external channel is available,

whistleblowers might switch from the internal to the external channel. In addition, there

might be subjects willing to blow the whistle externally but not internally. The negative

externalities of external whistleblowing in the treatments DAMAGE might lead some

whistleblowers to switch to the internal channel or fully abstain from whistleblowing.

The same might be even more the case in INVESTIGATION where the existence of an

external channel could lead to even more sanctions.

As a first finding, we see that if external whistleblowing is possible the fraction of lies

that is sanctioned from the number of committed lies increases from 8 in NoEXTERNAL

to almost 30 percent in EXTERNAL. Thus, the provision of an external whistleblowing

channel clearly makes a difference and increases the effectiveness of whistleblowing over-

all. The result could be driven by at least two effects. A higher fraction of sanctioned

lying may result from a higher acceptance rate by the recipients of the whistleblowing
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reports. This is indeed the case. Whereas over the internal channel, slightly more than

20 percent of the whistleblowing requests follow consequences, external whistleblowing

almost certainly leads to punishment. Another explanation that could drive the result

is that if an external channel exists the total number of people who blow the whistle in-

creases because people expect a better chance to implement sanctions. This, however, is

not the case. We do not find a significant difference in the overall total reporting (external

and internal) across the two treatments. Instead, we observe almost a complete shift from

the internal to the external channel, which is eventually more effective. Whistleblowers

seem to care about the actual consequences of their action but, at the same, time are

also motivated by the ”warm glow” of their altruistic action such that a more effective

channel will not encourage more people to whistleblow.

Furthermore, we find that the share of whistleblowers significantly drops in DAMAGE

compared to EXTERNAL. We see that more people use the internal channel in DAMAGE

and the total amount of sanctioned wrongdoing decreases compared to EXTERNAL. In

contrast, in treatment INVESTIGATION, the amount of whistleblowers does not change

compared to EXTERNAL. However, we see that internal reporting in INVESTIGATION

is more effective compared to EXTERNAL. This can be explained by the fact that in

INVESTIGATION more people that lied themselves are willing to accept requests com-

pared to EXTERNAL.

Overall, whereas in previous experimental research, external whistleblowing is analyzed

as the only option for disclosing observed misconduct, we add the internal reporting chan-

nel in our study. Thus, our experimental design mirrors a decision situation employees

usually face. We find that the external channel can indeed increase the amount of dis-

closed and sanctioned corporate fraud. However, the higher effectiveness does not seem

to motivate more people to report. Thus, it might be the same set of people who would

report internally and those who report externally if a more effective external whistle-

blowing channel becomes available. This finding suggests that even if the provision of an

external channel cannot help increase the number of whistleblowers, external channels

nevertheless seem desirable if the internal systems are ineffective in sanctioning fraud.

Furthermore, if the whistleblowing procedures are well designed our findings suggest that

external whistleblowing may even help to strengthen the self-regulatory forces within a

company.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a short re-

view of related literature, section 3 describes the experimental design and procedures,

section 4 presents empirical finds and section 5 concludes.

3.2 Related literature

There is a long strand of non-experimental research in social sciences investigating whistle-

blowing. Near and Miceli (1985); Miceli and Near (1984, 1996, 2002); Miceli et al. (2008)

use survey data and, thereby, provide valuable insights in how individual and organiza-

tional traits correlate with the decision to blow the whistle.36 Whereas a prominent and

commonly accepted definition of whistleblowing by Near and Miceli (1985)37 includes in-

ternal and external whistleblowing, the distinction between the channels has so far played

a minor role.

In fact, research in the field has mostly focused on external whistleblowing, because

it is easier to observe. Thus, in a study using field data, Dyck et al. (2010) analyze a

large number of corporate fraud cases in the US in order to assess the actual prevalence

of external whistleblowing in companies. The authors show that whistleblowing by em-

ployees is prevalent and even play a key role. Besides of its role in disclosing misconduct,

Call et al. (2018) ask if external whistleblowing can help increase the financial outcome of

prosecution. For this, the authors look at a large US data set on enforcement actions with

and without whistleblower involvement. As a result they find that the presence of whistle-

blowing is associated with higher enforcement outcomes, e.g. larger monetary sanctions

for the targeted firm, higher prison sentences for targeted employees and quicker starts

of enforcement actions. Thus, employee whistleblowing is a highly relevant source that

can even make the process faster and more effective. Considering that employees usu-

ally do not have any monetary benefit from whistleblowing 38 but may even be exposed

36It is difficult, however, to identify causal effects on whistleblowing from survey data. For example, the
authors find that among those respondents who observed wrongdoing, non-whistleblowers reported to
have gathered less evidence than whistleblowers. The authors add for considerations that this corre-
lation might be explained by a post-decisional justification and more research for causal identification
should be done. (Near and Miceli, 1985)

37”[...]the disclosure by organization members (former or current) of illegal, immoral, or illegitimate
practices under the control of their employers, to persons or organizations that may be able to effect
action.”(p.4)

38An exception is the Whistleblower Program by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the
US. The Commission is authorized by Congress to provide monetary awards to eligible individuals who
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to retaliation, the question arises of what employees’ motivation for blowing the whistle is.

However, even if external whistleblowing is observable, it is still difficult to study in

the field because the data are usually restricted only to those cases where whistleblowing

actually happened. In contrast, in the laboratory, the total amount of wrongdoing and

therefore also the fraction of the cases where people remain silent can be observed. Due to

this methodological advantage, there is a growing experimental literature studying the de-

terminants of whistleblowing motivation of employees.39 In one of the first experimental

papers, Reuben and Stephenson (2013) find that people seem intrinsically motivated to

report an observed wrongdoing. Butler et al. (2019) investigate how monetary incentives

could affect the willingness to blow the whistle in varying environments of public scrutiny.

Similar to our setting, they form two different kinds of groups indicated either as firm or

public40, where wrongdoing can happen in a firm which harms a corresponding public.

Overall, they find that monetary rewards help increase whistleblowing, and do not seem

to crowd out intrinsic motivation arising from the expected public approval. Schmolke

and Utikal (2018) also study the effect of monetary incentives on whistleblowing for vary-

ing consequences of the observed wrongdoing. They find that monetary rewards increase

whistleblowing in situations where employees observe misconduct they profit from. If the

observed wrongdoing harms the potential whistleblower, whistleblowing rates are already

very high even without monetary incentives.

In another recent paper by Muehlheusser et al. (2020), the authors study the effectiveness

of whistleblower protection measures. In their setting, they also consider an employee

who could observe and report a wrongdoing committed by her employer, which harms

an uninvolved third party. The observing employee could make the report to someone

who has a monetary incentive to investigate and a successful investigation leads to a

compensation for the third party. This feature is similar to the external channel in the

experiment in the present paper. In contrast to our setting, however, in their design

fraudulent reports are possible. The results suggest that a protection regime increases

come forward with high-quality original information that leads to a Commission enforcement action in
which over 1,000,000 dollars in sanctions is ordered. The range for awards is between 10 percent and
30 percent of the money collected (https://www.sec.gov/whistleblower).

39There is another strand of experimental literature on whistleblowing research (Abbink and Wu, 2017;
Apesteguia et al., 2007; Bigoni et al., 2012; Feltovich and Hamaguchi, 2016; Hinloopen and Soetevent,
2008; Buckenmaier et al., 2018), which rather focuses on whistleblowing as a strategic tool in context
of collusion and leniency programs.

40The authors use that framing in their experiment, while we use neutral language.
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the number of successful investigations against wrongdoers and decreases misbehavior in

the first place, but only if it specifically targets non-fraudulent whistleblowers.

Apart from situational factors, there are a few other studies focusing on personal traits

and individual valuation of moral principles. Waytz et al. (2013) find that conflicting

norms of fairness and loyalty create a dilemma for potential whistleblowers, which makes

the decision to blow the whistle in the end depend on the individual’s weighing of these

two norms. Similarly, Bartuli et al. (2016) find that the personal valuation of fairness is

highly correlated with whistleblowing.

All those studies described above (except Reuben and Stephenson (2013)) have in com-

mon that they look at a hierarchical structure between the potential whistleblower and

the wrongdoer. This describes a situation in which the employee can only observe and

report misconduct by her supervisor, but is not herself exposed to the possibility of doing

wrong. In contrast, we study a situation where the potential whistleblower also has an

incentive to commit wrongdoing and, therefore, might find herself in a different situation

to judge and report another’s misbehavior. We argue that such a situation is important

to address because it is common among organizational members and allows us to study

how one’s own compliant behavior is potentially correlated with whistleblowing and the

willingness to process other’s whistleblowing requests.

Furthermore, the review of experimental literature shows that research has primarily

focused on external whistleblowing. In the studies mentioned above, the employee could

report either to an external person with a strong incentive to implement sanctions or to

the computer, which always sanctions.41 Hence, In our paper, we not only introduce a

second channel but also we vary the expected outcome of whistleblowing. Therefor, we

contribute to the experimental literature on the motivation of whistleblowing by inves-

tigating if people care about the effectiveness of the whistleblowing channel and how it

eventually affects the whistleblowing decision. We find that even if people almost fully

41There also exists experimental research on internal reporting. For example, Carpenter et al. (2018)
study how reporting one another for shirking can improve team performance. This behavior is, however,
usually not considered as internal whistleblowing, because the observed wrongdoing does not entail law
violations and, therefore, it is not of relevance for public enforcement authorities. Butler et al. (2019)
argue that their results can be reinterpreted for internal whistleblowing. This seems feasible, however,
only when the probability of prosecution of an report is comparable between channels, which we doubt
is the case for many internal channels. Furthermore, in our setting, we allow for both channels and do
not assume them to be interchangeable.
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switch to a more effective channel - if provided - it does not seem to encourage more

people to whistleblow.

So far, there is only little empirical research on internal reporting, which we define as

providing information to someone within the same company. In the field, it is quite diffi-

cult to observe because even if it is successful, it usually happens outside the public. In

a recent study by Stubben and Welch (2020), however, the authors try to fill this gap by

using a large data set on summary information about internal reports from the largest

provider of reporting systems for companies. Primarily, the authors present results on the

actual prevalence of internal reporting and its characteristics. They show that it varies

substantially across firms and industries. Furthermore, they find a negative correlation

between the number of internal reports processed in a company and the amount of dollars

spent on state fines or material lawsuits. Thus, their results suggest that internal report-

ing happens and can help the companies mitigate the damage and solve the problems

internally. We draw on these insights from the field, and investigate the effectiveness

of internal whistleblowing alone and compare it with different external whistleblowing

regimes in a controlled experimental setting.

3.3 Experimental Design and Procedures

3.3.1 Experimental Design

We randomly match participants in groups of eight. Six participants in each group are

randomly assigned the role of a team member and the remaining two are assigned the role

of the public42. Participants remain in the same role and in the same group matching

throughout the entire experiment. The experiment consists of two parts. In the first

part, all team members perform a real effort task for five minutes. Specifically, they

are asked to type in random sequences of letters and numbers that are displayed on the

screen and renewed every time they click on a ’next’ button. They receive a point for

each sequence they type in correctly. After the team members have completed the task,

they are privately informed about how many sequences they succeeded to type in cor-

rectly. The number of points determines the payoff of each team member individually.

Specifically, team members earn 9 Euros if they obtained 21 or more points, 6 Euros

42In the instructions, we use the framing of team member and non-team member, which we call public
members in the paper.
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otherwise. Public members do not perform the task and earn a fixed amount of 6 Euros.

In the second part, there are three different decision stages, which may affect the earnings.

Lying stage

In stage one, team members state their earnings from the previous task to the public,

i.e., they can state either 6 Euros or 9 Euros. Importantly, they know that the statement

does not need to match the actual earnings, i.e., they can lie. The final payoff team mem-

bers receive is based on the earnings they stated. Thus, all team members that earned 6

Euros in the first part have an incentive to state the higher payoff of 9 Euros which we

will denote as a lie in the following.43 At the same time, stating higher earnings incurs

social cost on the public. Specifically, if a team member lies and states an earning of 9

Euros instead of the true 6 Euros, this increases her payoff by 3 Euros but reduces the

payoff of each of the two corresponding public members by 2 Euros. Lying is, therefore,

welfare-decreasing in this setting.

Whistleblowing stage

In stage two, each team member i observes one other team member j in her group, where

i ̸= j, and makes a decision whether or not to blow the whistle and accuse j to have lied

in case j stated an earning of 9 Euros to the public. To elicit behavior, we use a hypo-

thetical scenario and ask each team member i what she would do if team member j had

lied before she eventually learns the actual decision of team member j . This allows us

to observe every team member’s decision, because it is independent from the actual lying

behavior in stage one.44 Only if team member j actually stated a higher payoff, does the

reporting decision of team member i become effective. This excludes the possibility of

fraudulent reports, which we make clear in the instructions.

We introduce four treatments where we vary (i) the provision of the external channel

and (ii) the consequences that come along with external whistleblowing. In a baseline

treatment NoEXTERNAL, only the internal whistleblowing channel is provided to the

43In order to avoid selection we set the threshold for receiving the 9 Euro in part one very high so that
no participant actually reached it. Therefore, every team member had an incentive to lie.

44There is a methodological debate on eliciting decisions by such a method i.e., there are concerns that
the results from so called cold decisions might systematically differ from hot decisions that are made in
the actual situation. For our case, we think the advantage of this method outweighs the concerns, as
our results would be dependent on the amount of lying in the first stage. Furthermore a review on this
methodological debate summarizes that an elicitation of cold decisions does if anything underestimate
an effect (Brandts and Charness (2011)).
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team members in the whisteblowing stage. Specifically, team member i can decide if she

wants to share the information about potential lying of team member j to two other

team members, k and l, where k, l ̸= j and k, l ̸= i. Thus, in the instructions, we make

clear that a team member will never receive a report against herself and a whistleblower

will never send a report to herself. For an internal whistleblowing report the reporting

team member i pays a small cost of 10 Cents. This cost only becomes effective if the

reported team member j actually lied. Thus, team members only pay if their report

is valid. Internal whistleblowing is only successful and therefore leads to consequences,

when both team members k and l decide to accept sanctions in the subsequent stage. If

this is true, team member j will be sanctioned and the public members compensated.

Specifically, team member j must pay back the cost of in total 4 Euros. This is the cost

she imposed on the public members by overstating her payoff in the lying stage. There-

fore, the consequences merely imply a redistribution, which has no impact on welfare (if

we disregard the marginal cost of whistleblowing itself).

In our treatment EXTERNAL, we add the external channel. Thus, in the whistleblowing

stage, team members can choose between whistleblowing to two other team members

(internal channel) as described in NoEXTERNAL, or report to the two public members

(external channel). For each whistleblowing report - either internal or external - the re-

porting team member i pays a small cost of 10 Cents, which again becomes effective only

if team member j actually lied. Furthermore, team members can choose if they want

to use only one of the two channels or both sequentially. More concretely, each team

member i has the possibility to first report to her other team members, and - only if this

does not lead to sanctions - report to the public members. The sequential choice option

is restricted to this order. If a team member i uses both channels to report the lying of

her team member j, she must pay 20 Cents. External whistleblowing is only successful

and leads to consequences, if both public members decide to prosecute in the subse-

quent sanctioning stage. For internal whistleblowing two team members must accept for

sanctioning to become effective as described in the treatment NoEXTNAL. In treatment

EXTERNAL, the consequences of whistleblowing are the same no matter which channel

is used and they are identical to the consequences of whistleblowing in NoEXTERNAL.

The team member j will be sanctioned and the public members compensated. Thus, the

team member j must pay back 2 Euros to each public member. The consequences are

again welfare neutral (if we disregard the marginal cost of whistleblowing itself).
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In treatment DAMAGE, a potential whistleblower can choose between the same choice

options as in treatment EXTERNAL. In this treatment, only the consequences of exter-

nal whistleblowing differ in one dimension. Specifically, we want to mirror a situation,

where whistleblowing might lead to organization-wide damage for the firm and thus for

all employees independent from their own behavior. Thus, if a team member is sanctioned

for lying by external whistleblowing, she must pay back the money to the public as in

treatment EXTERNAL. But in addition to that, every member of the team has to pay

a fine of 50 Cents. This additional damage occurs for each successful external whistle-

blowing against a team member. Thus, in this case, external whistleblowing is welfare

decreasing. In treatment INVESTIGATION, the choices are again the same as in treat-

ment EXTERNAL. Here, we want to simulate the common feature of whistleblowing,

i.e., initiation of a company-wide investigation. Therefore, in this treatment successful

external whistleblowing not only causes a sanction for the lie of the one team member j

that was reported but for everyone in the team who lied and thereby damaged the public.

Therefore, in this case public members are fully compensated for their loss and will get

their fixed payoff of 6 Euros. In contrast to DAMAGE, however, the consequences of

external whistleblowing are not welfare decreasing because it is only a redistribution of

costs for all lying within a team. Team members that made a correct statement about

their earnings are not affected.

Accepting stage

In the third stage, depending on the treatment only team members (in NoEXTERNAL)

or both team members and public members (in all other treatments) make a decision if

they want to accept sanctions for team member who lied and were reported to them. As

we do for whistleblowing, we again elicit the decision to accept by hypothetical question.

This means, when the participants make their decision, they do not know if there was

actually a team member reported to them. Participants make one decision that then

applies to all reports they receive 45. As for the team members, instructions make clear

that they will never make a decision about a report that concerns themselves. They know

that, only if both corresponding participants choose to accept sanctions for the reported

team members, the respective consequences will follow. Public members have a direct

material incentive to accept, because they will be compensated for the loss they suffer

45Team members can receive at maximum two whistleblowing reports by other team members. Instead,
public members can receive at maximum six reports if all members of a team lied and blew the whistle.
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from lying by a team member. In contrast, for team members the decision to accept does

not affect their own payoff. They will make a decision about internal whistleblowing,

which only affects the person reported and the public.

At the end, we use a standard psychological questionnaire to elicit individual moral

foundations (Graham et al., 2011).46

3.3.2 Experimental Procedures

We ran the experiment in the CLER laboratory of the University of Cologne in October

2017 and June 2018. In total, we recruited 368 subjects and conducted three sessions

per treatment. Specifically, we collected 88 independent individual strategies for the two

treatments NoEXTERNAL and INVESTIGATION, respectively, and 96 independent in-

dividual strategies for the treatments EXTERNAL and DAMAGE, respectively.

Instructions were common knowledge and read out aloud before each session. Only after

part one was completed, instructions for part two were handed out. In the instructions we

used the framing of team members and non-team members but we did not use words like

”whistleblowing”. The study was fully anonymous, which we made clear in the beginning

of each session.

We paid a show-up fee of 10 Euros in order to compensate for possible negative payoffs

public members could end up with after the second part. We made clear in the instruc-

tions that everyone would receive at least 4 Euros in this session, which corresponded to

the regular show-up fee of the CLER. The experiment lasted for approximately 90 min

and participants earned on average 16 Euros including the show-up fee. To program our

experiment, we used the Z-tree software (Fischbacher, 2007).

3.4 Hypotheses

In this section, we discuss different motives why people are willing to report wrongful

behavior by others even if it is costly. Based on these motivations, we derive predictions

46This questionnaire is derived from the moral foundation theory proposed by Haidt and Joseph (2004),
which relies on an intuitionist approach (Haidt, 2001) and claims that people’s conception of a moral
behavior can be pinned down to a set of moral foundations: care, fairness, loyalty, authority, sanctity.
Individuals are assumed, however, to prioritize foundations in different ways and thus derive different
moral principles and beliefs.
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about how the provision of an external reporting channel affects internal whistleblowing

and the effectiveness of whistleblowing in general. For simplicity, we first consider the

whistleblowing decision as an independent choice and will later discuss how it might cor-

relate with the subjects’ honesty and acceptance behavior.47

In our settings, there is a good chance that the material profits from lying are higher

than the expected loss of being sanctioned. This is especially true in the treatments

NoEXTERNAL, EXTERNAL and DAMAGE as a sanction would require reporting by

other members of their team. Yet, there is strong empirical evidence that considerable

many subjects seem to derive utility from viewing oneself as an honest person (Bénabou

and Tirole, 2016; Abeler et al., 2019; Bénabou et al., 2019). Thus, in all treatments we

expect significantly many team members to be motivated by a desire to support an honest

self-image. Therefore, in the treatments NoEXTERNAL, EXTERNAL and DAMAGE

we expect relatively constant levels of honest behavior. In contrast, there might be a

higher fraction of honest behavior in INVESTIGATION since in this treatment, only one

team member is necessary to sanction all team-members. The threat of being punished

becomes more likely and could prevent also some selfish agents from lying.

After the decision whether to lie or not, subjects make a whistleblowing decision. While

whistleblowing is monetarily costly, subjects might derive intrinsic utility from this ac-

tion. On the one hand, subjects might feel a warm glow about their own good intention

to punish and rectify justice (Andreoni, 1989, 1990).48 This private gain should come

into effect irrespective of the actual consequences of one’s action. As in the experiment,

the expected costs - at least for internal whistleblowing - are the same in all treatments,

this would lead to the same amounts of whistleblowing across the treatments.

Not only the warm glow but also should the actual consequences of whistleblowing have

47If we take the strategy space and apply a standard selfish agent model there are two salient symmetric
pure-strategy equilibria that apply to all of our treatments. First, subjects can coordinate on lying,
no whistleblowing, no acceptance. Second, subjects could coordinate on not lying, whistleblowing via
the internal channel and acceptance by team-members. In the treatments with an external channel
coordination on not lying, whistleblowing via the external channel and acceptance by the public also
constitutes an equilibrium since subjects with the role public have an incentive to always accept.

48Ouss and Peysakhovich (2015) suggest a similar motivation also for punishers, who would receive a
”cold glow“ utility by reducing payoffs of subjects who violated social norms. In our setting, we could
think of both ”cold and warm glow” as whistleblowing not only leads to punishment but also increases
the payoff of the public.
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an effect on utility (Fehr and Gächter, 2002; Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003)49. At least

for punishment behavior, studies show that indeed the effectiveness of punishment has

a significant influence (Casari, 2005; Egas and Riedl, 2008). Hence, with regard to this

type of motivation subjects derive utility from whistleblowing, only if it eventually leads

to consequences.50 Yet whistleblowing does not necessarily succeed such that the prob-

ability of success should be a decisive factor for the whistleblowing behavior. And in

this regard, the internal channel and the external channel are different. Whereas the

recipients of an external report have a monetary incentive to accept, this is not the case

for internal whistleblowing. Therefore, the expected probability that a whistleblowing

succeeds should be higher for the external whistleblowing channel.51 Therefore, we hy-

pothesize in EXTERNAL a clear shift to external whistleblowing. This will in turn also

result in a more effective prosecution and, therefore, lead to an increase in the rate of

punishment compared to NoEXTERNAL. It is not clear though if we also see an increase

in overall whistleblowing. This would require subjects that do not take any private gain

from their action but only care of the consequences, and would, therefore only make a

report if the chances are high enough that it will be implemented.

Hypothesis 1 Compared to NoEXTERNAL, in EXTERNAL, whistleblowers shift to the

external channel. The fraction of lying that is actually sanctioned, therefore, increases.

Let us now look at the two other treatments with an external channel where the conse-

quences for successful external whistleblowing are different compared to internal whistle-

blowing. In DAMAGE, a successful external whistleblowing will make all team members

of the firm suffer a small additional fine. This implies that the expected costs for external

whistleblowing are higher than for using the internal channel. Depending on whether this

extra costs outweigh the utility gain from a more effective channel, some subjects who

would have reported externally in treatment EXTERNAL are expected to shift to the

49In many aspects, altruistic punishment is strongly related to whistleblowing. A major difference could
be seen in that in the case of whistleblowing the person who observes the misbehavior is not in power
to implement a punishment but depends on a third party.

50The underlying mechanisms may comprise other-regarding preferences for fairness and altruism (Ra-
bin, 1993; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Fowler et al., 2005; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000), preference for
the enforcement of a social norm (De Quervain et al., 2004), or emotional satisfaction (Bosman and
Van Winden, 2002; Hopfensitz and Reuben, 2009) from the punishment. In all these explanations, the
eventual implementation of punishment is necessary.

51Note that we do not vary the probability exogenously but assume that the team members will correctly
anticipate the different acceptance behavior between team members and public members. We elicited
their expectations and they confirm our assumption.
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internal whistleblowing or fully abstain from whistleblowing in DAMAGE. As discussed

above, internal whistleblowing is less likely to result in sanctioning of lies.

Hypothesis 2 In Damage as compared to External, the fraction of sanctioned lies

decreases.

In INVESTIGATION, the prosecution of all members in a team who lied will follow

a successful external whistleblowing. Thus, external whistleblowing by one team member

could lead to the sanctioning of all wrongdoing in a team. If whistleblowing would be

mainly motivated by the expected success in punishing and correcting damage, agents

would derive greater utility from whistleblowing in the INVESTIGATION treatment than

in the EXTERNAL treatment52. We would expect to see an increase in external whistle-

blowing and, therefore, an increase in the fraction of lying disclosed.53

Hypothesis 3 In INVESTIGATION, the usage of the whistleblowing channel as well

as total reporting increase as compared to EXTERNAL.

We will now briefly discuss, how the decisions might correlate with one another within

subjects. The decisions to whistleblow or accept a report do not come with a material gain

so that they must be rather driven by intrinsic motivation such as self-image as described

above in context of honesty. Thus, we assume this intrinsic gain will more likely apply to

those subjects who make an honest decision before. Otherwise they would want to punish

a behavior they did themselves. Psychological research suggests, however, that people

are concerned about their own behavior to be consistent (Cialdini, 1983; Guadagno and

Cialdini, 2010). Furthermore, one could also think of a more general preference of honesty

which not only implies the own honest behavior but which might make some people also

reluctant to see other people’s dishonesty. Thus, following these lines of argument, we

would find a positive correlation between honest behavior and whistleblowing, as well as

52This only applies to honest whistleblowers, as they will not punish themselves in INVESTIGATION.
However, we do not assume a significant fraction of dishonest whistleblowers as we will argue in the
following subsection on the correlation between decisions on the individual level.

53This situation might be considered similar to a bystander problem (Darley and Latané (1968)) where
diffusion of responsibility might decrease the amount of whistleblowing (Choo et al. (2019)). Since in
case of multiple lying cases, there are also multiple team members who could whistleblow externally
and thereby sanction all lying at once. However, in this, treatment, team members are uncertain about
their pivotality, because there is a fair chance that the potential whistleblower is the only one who
observe a lie and is pivotal for the sanctioning. Therefore, we do not think diffusion of responsibility
can be applied.
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between honesty and acceptance behavior.

Hypothesis 4 On an individual level we expect, that whistleblowing and the acceptance

of whistleblowing reports is highly correlated with honest behavior.

3.5 Results

First we present a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of internal and external

whistleblowing in disclosing and sanctioning lying across treatments. After that we will

have a closer look at the predominant strategies used by the team members. Specifically,

we show how honest behavior is correlated with reporting as well as accepting, and we

look at the moral foundations as a possible determinant of whistleblowing.

3.5.1 Resampling and permutation test

For our analysis of the effectiveness of whisteblowing regimes, we primarily focus on the

aggregated outcomes on a team level such as the fractions of lying reported through

whistleblowing and fractions of sanctioned lying. These outcomes, however, not only

depend on the individuals’ decisions but also on the random matching in the experiment.

For instance, if a team member decides to whistleblow, this report only counts as whistle-

blowing if the matched team member has lied. In order to eliminate possible confounding

effects of the random matching, we need to separate our analysis from the very realization

of the matching in our sample. Hence, we use a re-sampling method. Specifically, we take

the strategies of all subjects and randomly rematch them into a team. For this team we

can then generate the fractions of reported and sanctioned lying.54 We let the permu-

tation program perform this procedure ten thousand times for each treatment and thus

receive an average value of reported and sanctioned lying on a team level as presented in

the Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

54In more detail, for each treatment, separately, we keep the team members’ strategies, which imply
for each subject a set of three individual decisions, i.e., on lying, whistleblowing and accepting, re-
spectively. From this subsample, we randomly draw (without replacement) individual strategies of six
team members. We then aggregate outcomes as if these team members had played together in a team.
Furthermore, for each team that we simulated as described above we also randomly draw (without
replacement) two public members from the pool of subjects in the respective treatment that are as-
signed the role of a public member. For them we do not see much variation in acceptance behavior
since almost everyone independent from the treatment accepts potential sanctions (See Table 3.3 in
Appendix A).
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As for statistical inference, we also use the simulated distribution of team outcomes as a

basis for testing instead of the actually realized outcomes in our sample.55 Specifically,

the null hypothesis in our case is that the team outcomes are randomly allocated between

treatments. We, therefore, take the team outcomes from the simulation and shuffle them

across two treatments that are of comparison. From this distribution we then take ten

thousand pseudo samples of eight simulated teams (as is the sample size of each treat-

ment) and calculate our test statistic56, and, therefore, compute the null distribution of

our test. For the reasons we explained above, we do not compare a single sample mean

against the null distribution but also a distribution of test statistics, that we compute

in the same way as the null distribution but with fixed treatment labels. The p-value is

then given by the fraction of cases, where the test statistic value generated under the null

hypothesis is at least as extreme as the value we simulate with fixed treatments as they

prevail in our observed sample.

3.5.2 Lies and sanctioned lies

The light bars in Figure 3.1 depict the fraction of liars in each treatment. The first three

light bars look very similar and present a level of lying at about 50 percent. Only in

INVESTIGATION we see a drop down to 41 percent, which is, however, not significantly

different compared to EXTERNAL with 53 percent (p = 0.13). Whereas lying behavior

does not seem to vary much over treatments, we do find differences in the fractions of

sanctioned lies.

The dark bars in Figure 3.1 show the fractions of lies that are actually sanctioned ac-

cording to the resampling exercise described above. If we concentrate on the two left

dark bars, we find that the provision of an external whistleblowing channel increases the

fraction of sanctioned team members from 2 percent with only internal whistleblowing to

13 percent in a regime where also the external channel exists (p = 0.03). Furthermore,

the last three dark bars allow us to see how varying the consequences of external whistle-

55For this, we apply a two-sided permutation test. This is a standard non-parametric test, which relies
on re-sampling and comes with the advantage that it does not make assumptions on an underlying
sampling distribution (Holt and Sullivan, 2021; Kennedy, 1995). The basic idea is that the null distri-
bution can be derived from the empirical sample data itself through re-sampling or, more concretely,
shuffling the treatment labels. Thus, the null hypothesis assumes a random allocation of the treatment
and, therefore, no treatment effect.

56As a test statistic we use the difference in sample outcomes. For instance, for the amount of reported
lying in a sample as an outcome, we compute this for two simulated samples and take the difference.
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Figure 3.1. Fractions of team members who lie and are sanctioned

Note: The figure presents the fractions of team members who lie and the fractions of team
members who are sanctioned separately for each treatment. The fractions of sanctioned lies are
obtained through resampling.

blowing on the team affects the fraction of sanctioned lies. Compared to EXTERNAL

we see that sanctioned lies go up to 23 percent in INVESTIGATION and down to 6 per-

cent in DAMAGE. However, both comparisons are not statistically significantly different

(p=0.37 and p=0.19, respectively).

3.5.3 Reported lies and sanctioned lies

In a next step, we take a closer look at why a larger fraction of lies is sanctioned when

an additional external channel exists. On the one hand, whistleblowers might switch

to the external channel as it is more effective, and, therefore, lies might be sanctioned

more often. On the other hand the external channel might also increase the amount of

reporting. Due to its higher chances to successfully implement sanctions, the external

channel might encourage more people to make a report than in case where only internal

reporting is possible.

Figure 3.2 presents the fractions of lies that are reported and sanctioned in each treatment.
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Figure 3.2. Fractions of lies that are reported and sanctioned by whistleblowing
channel and by treatments

Note: The figure presents the fractions of lies that are reported and the fraction of lies that are
sanctioned separately for both whistleblowing channels and for each treatment. The fractions
of sanctioned lies are obtained through resampling.

Again, we first concentrate on the comparison between the treatments EXTERNAL and

NoEXTERNAL to see if the introduction of an external channel may increase the chance

of a lie to be reported and sanctioned. We observe that in NoEXTERNAL 36 percent

of lies are reported, whereas in EXTERNAL we have a slightly lower 31 percent (p =

0.66). This finding suggests that the external reporting channel seems to barely affect

the likelihood of getting reported. If we now look at the right bars of the treatments EX-

TERNAL and NoEXTERNAL in Figure 3.2, we see how many of those team members

who lie are eventually sanctioned. It seems that the effectiveness of reporting increases

tremendously. Almost every lie that is reported is eventually sanctioned in treatment

EXTERNAL, whereas in the NoEXTERNAL it is only about 20 percent of the reports

that lead to sanctions (p = 0.012). A marked shift from internal to external whistle-

blowing explains this difference. It seems that if provided with the possibility to report

externally people use it and blow the whistle externally. This suggests that people cor-

rectly anticipate the external to be the more effective channel. However, the introduction

of an external channel does not seem to motivate more people to report an observed lie.
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Result 1 In EXTERNAL whistleblowing almost fully shifts to the external channel

but the total amount of whistleblowing does not change as compared to NoEXTERNAL.

As a next step, we turn to the treatments DAMAGE and INVESTIGATION and com-

pare their outcomes with EXTERNAL. In DAMAGE we find a drop in the share of

lies reported through external whistleblowing (from 29 percent in EXTERNAL down to

11 percent in DAMAGE, p = 0.09). This finding is not surprising as in this treatment

an external report comes with an additional cost of damage for everyone in the team.

However, people who now refrain from the external whistleblowing do not seem to nec-

essarily use the internal channel. In comparison to EXTERNAL, the fraction of internal

whistleblowing is slightly higher but not significantly though (p = 0.67). Although the

total share of reported lies is not different from EXTERNAL, the internal channel does

not seem to catch up with the drop in the external channel. This could suggest that

some people who would have reported in EXTERNAL may fully refrain from reporting

in DAMAGE.

Result 2 In DAMAGE, the share of lies disclosed through external whistleblowing sig-

nificantly drops compared to EXTERNAL. The total amount of whistleblowing does not

change significantly.

In INVESTIGATION, a fraction of 36 percent of lies is reported which is not signifi-

cantly different from the corresponding fraction of 31 percent in EXTERNAL (p = 0.76).

Despite the fact that in this treatment external whistleblowing can fight wrongdoing in

a team more effectively, it does not seem to encourage more people to report. Turning

to the sanctioned lies, we see that the fraction of sanctioned lies increases from 27 per-

cent in EXTERNAL to 54 percent in INVESTIGATION. However, this difference is not

statistically significant either (p = 0.21). Furthermore, we see that the fraction of sanc-

tioned lies exceeds the amount of lying that is reported. This results from the team-wide

investigation, which means that all lying in a team is disclosed if only one team member

blows the external whistle.

Result 3 A team-wide investigation following external whistleblowing neither affects the

fraction of reported lies nor the fraction of sanctioned lies.
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Table 3.1. Frequencies of strategies in each treatment

No

External
External Damage Investigation

Strategies...

...without
Whistleblowing

[Lying-
No Whistleblowing -
No Accept]

48.48 40.28 38.89 24.24∗∗∗ ++

[Lying-
No Whistleblowing-
Accept]

1.52 12.50∗∗ 13.89∗∗∗ 12.12∗∗

[No Lying-
No Whistleblowing-
No Accept]

7.58 12.50 23.61∗∗ + 16.67

[No Lying-
No Whistleblowing-
Accept]

10.61 8.33 6.94 15.15

...with
Whistleblowing

Internal Internal External Internal External Internal External

[No Lying-
Whistleblowing-
Accept]

28.79 1.39∗∗∗ 18.01 5.56+++ 8.33∗ 3.03+++ 22.73

Other 3.03 − 0.00 6.94 1.39 1.39+ 1.52 4.55
Observations 66 72 72 66

Note: For statistical testing we use a Chi squared test for proportions. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ denote sta-
tistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% compared to NoEXTERNAL. +++, ++, and + denote
statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% compared to EXTERNAL. We compare strate-
gies with external whistleblowing only among those treatments that provide such a channel.
(EXTERNAL, DAMAGE, INVESTIGATION). For comparing strategies that include internal
reporting we consider all treatments.

We will now dig deeper and look at team members’ entire strategies to see how hon-

est behavior correlates with reporting and acceptance across treatments.
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3.5.4 Team members’ strategies

Table 3.1 presents the relative frequencies of the predominantly chosen strategies. We

emphasize the frequencies of the first two most common strategies for each treatment.57

It shows that across all treatments the most prominent strategy is to lie, not to report

and not to accept. Hence, we see partial coordination on a dishonest equilibrium, which

is efficient from the perspective of the team members. Furthermore, we see that even

though this strategy is predominant in all treatments there are differences in its preva-

lence. Whereas we find relatively constant levels of about 40 percent in NoEXTERNAL,

EXTERNAL and DAMAGE, the frequency drops significantly to only a quarter of the

team members in INVESTIGATION. Among the team-members who do not report, we

find a significant increase in the share of those who are honest (Chi-squared test, INVES-

TIGATION vs. EXTERNAL, p = 0.06).58

As a second commonly used strategy overall, we observe the combination of not lying,

reporting and accepting, which is in line with an honest equilibrium strategy. With levels

of a total of 20 to 30 percent, it turns out to be a fairly common strategy in almost every

treatment except for DAMAGE. Furthermore, in case of reporting we do not see much

heterogeneity in strategies used as we do for the case without reporting. So it seems

that reporting comes with honest behavior and acceptance in almost every case. And, in-

deed, using Pearson correlation we find a significant positive relationship between honest

behavior and reporting as well as for accepting behavior and reporting in every treatment.

Looking deeper into this particular strategy, Table 3.1 also divides reporting into the

two possible channels, internal and external, and presents the frequencies for each. For

the treatments, where external whistleblowing is an option, we observe a marked shift to

the external channel. Yet, in DAMAGE the external channel is used less frequently com-

pared to EXTERNAL and INVESTIGATION.59 This finding goes clearly in line with

our results from the aggregated outcomes, where we find that lying reported through ex-

ternal whistleblowing drops in DAMAGE. Instead, people rather seem to be honest but

neither report nor do they accept a report. This strategy is the second most prevalent in

57We provide the raw data for each decision separately by treatment in Table 3.3 (see in Appendix A of
this chapter).

58INVESTIGATION vs. NoEXTERNAL p= 0.05, INVESTIGATION vs. DAMAGE p = 0.30.
59For the sake of simplicity we count subjects who decide for sequential reporting as external whistle-
blowers.
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DAMAGE and significantly more often used than in EXTERNAL.

We now turn to the acceptance behavior of team members. The two most commonly

used strategies over all treatments display a consistent behavior in respect to the accep-

tance decision: Subjects, who lie and do not report, do not accept sanctions for others,

whereas honest subjects, who report, tend to accept sanctions. When we use Pearson

correlation over all strategies we find a significant positive relationship between honest

behavior and acceptance across all treatments (except for DAMAGE). However, in Table

3.1 we also see fractions of people that would not accept sanctions for others. In partic-

ular in DAMAGE, no lying, not reporting and not accepting elevates to a very common

strategy. But also in every other treatment this strategy is used by a fraction of people

that is significantly greater than zero. We can, therefore, conjuncture that the effec-

tiveness of the internal channel being much lower compared to external whistleblowing

might primarily result from dishonest team members that do not accept sanctions. But

another aspect plays a role as well. There seems to be a fraction of subjects that are

honest themselves but refuse any engagement in prosecuting other tea-members, even if

accepting another subjects report is costless.

Result 4 Across all treatments, the dominant behavior is either the dishonest strat-

egy (lie, not whistleblow, not accept) or the honest strategy (not lie, whistleblow, accept).

Thus, we see a high correlation between honest behavior and both whistleblowing and ac-

ceptance. However, we do find a non-negligible fraction of subjects who are honest but

abstain from whistleblowing and even from acceptance.

3.5.5 Moral foundations

In the previous section, we looked at the most common strategies and we conjectured

that reporting is most often observed from honest people. In this section, we, therefore,

focus on those subjects that did not lie and ask how individual moral foundations could

possibly explain their reporting decision and, in particular, the choice for one of the two

reporting channels. For this, we restrict the data to those treatments where all reporting

channels are provided and use the decision, whether a subject reports and which channel

she chooses, as dependent variable. Due to the nature of our variable of interest, which

assigns discrete values to the three possible outcomes - not reporting, internal reporting

and external reporting - without ordinal information, we use a multinomial probit re-
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Table 3.2. Determinants of Reporting Decision - Moral foundations

Average Marginal Effects Standard errors

Fairness
No Whistleblowing -0.136∗∗∗ 0.043
Internal Whistleblowing 0.006 0.025
External Whistleblowing 0.130∗∗∗ 0.040

Loyalty
No Whistleblowing 0.036 0.045
Internal Whistleblowing 0.034 0.021
External Whistleblowing -0.070∗ 0.039

Number of observations 104

Note: Results from a multinomial probit regression with whistleblowing decision as dependent
variable with three possible outcomes (no whistleblowing, internal whistleblowing and external
whistleblowing). We count sequential reporting as external whistleblowing. The observations
are restricted to honest subjects in the treatments EXTERNAL, DAMAGE and INVESTIGA-
TION. We use robust standard errors. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ denote statistical significance at 1%, 5%,
and 10%, respectively.

gression model. We regress our dependent variable on an indicator for treatment60 and

on dimensions from the moral foundation questionnaire Graham et al. (2011). Specifi-

cally, for our model presented in Table 3.2 we only choose the two dimensions loyalty and

fairness as regressors thereby referring to previous psychological research which identifies

the loyalty-fairness assessment as an important determinant of whistleblowing (Waytz

(2016); Waytz et al. (2013)).61 More concretely, we summarize the responses to the six

respective questions for each dimension and use the mean values standardized over all

treatments as the independent variables.

Table 3.2 depicts the average marginal effects of these two dimensions and robust stan-

dard errors from a multinomial probit regression model as described above. The results

suggest that to some extent moral considerations can explain the decision on whether

to report an observed wrongdoing and which channel to use. The upper rows show how

the fairness perception influences on average the probability that a person chooses one of

the three alternatives. It suggests that if a person weights fairness one standard devia-

60We do not find an indication for an effect of the treatment variation on the elicitation procedure as we
find no correlation between treatment and the elicited responses for each moral dimension.

61When we include all dimensions into the model, we do, indeed, not find other dimensions to be
significant other than loyalty and fairness.
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tion more this would on average decrease the probability that she will fully refrain from

reporting by 13.6 percentage points. Furthermore, a greater emphasis on fairness also

seems to increase the probability that a person chooses external whistleblowing.

In the last three rows, we see on the other hand how loyalty might affect the report-

ing decision. We find that a higher valuation of loyalty as a moral principle would make

a person slightly more likely to abstain from external whistleblowing. It has, however no

influence on the choice for the internal channel or no reporting, respectively.

3.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the effectiveness of two different whistleblowing channels. Specifi-

cally, we ask to which extent the introduction of an external channel with varying negative

externalities for the organization can help increase the frequency of whistleblowing and

the rates of disclosed and punished wrongdoing.

Our results suggest that the external channel does not encourage more people to whistle-

blow as we find no difference in the number of whistleblowing attempts between treat-

ments. However, we see that if an external channel is provided, whistleblowers almost

fully shift to the supposedly more effective channel. From this result we conjecture that

people seem to be motivated by both the ”warm glow” they feel about their altruistic

act of whistleblowing but they also seem to care about the actual outcome and use the

channel that is more effective. We, indeed, see an increase in sanctioning when external

whistleblowing is possible. Thus, our findings suggest that the external channel can help

increase the rate of detection and punishment, even if the negative externalities for the

company become more severe. The observation that the internal channel is clearly less

effective cannot only be due to liars who do not want to punish behavior of other mem-

bers. In fact, we see a significant fraction of honest subjects who do not whistleblow and

do not accept whistleblowing reports, even if the latter would not cost them anything.

We find that this fraction is significantly higher when an external channel is provided

that could be damaging for the organization.

From a policy perspective where the aim is to establish high rates of disclosures and

sanctioning, the provision of an external whistleblowing channel seems to be an effective

instrument. The primary reason for this seems to be that the external channel transmits
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information about wrongdoing to people who are more willing to sanction.

From a corporate perspective, it appears to be of very importance to address employees

in an organization who are honest themselves to be more engaged, in whistleblowing and

accepting behavior internally. Our observation that honest people even abstain from ac-

cepting a whistleblowing report suggests that they either do not gain ”warm glow” utility,

and thus are indifferent or it might even incur a cost on them. Whistleblowing and accept-

ing other whistleblowers reports could be still widely considered to be snitching or illoyal

(Reuben and Stephenson, 2013; Waytz et al., 2013). Indeed, we see that among honest

subjects the personal evaluation of fairness and loyalty as important moral foundations

are correlated with the decision to whistleblow. Consequently, organizations should cre-

ate an environment and culture that finds whistleblowers responsive and raise awareness

of whistleblowing being an overall accepted tool to fight internal wrongdoing. In fact,

this is already happening in organizations, which conduct internal compliance campaigns

to raise awareness and focus on a culture that would point to misbehavior rather than

ignore it. Yet, to this point, the efforts overall do not seem to have reached the goal. At

least, surveys suggests that still a large fraction of employees observe misbehavior at the

workplace which is not addressed by the company. For instance, in a global survey on

ethics at the workplace 2020, about one third of the employees indicate to have observed

organizational misconduct. While compared to previous years, the number of respondents

who answered to have reported the wrongdoing has increased, also the number of alleged

retaliation is at a peak. It gives a glimpse that not just the willingness to whistleblow

in an organization is enough for an organization to be effectively self-regulatory, it also

needs to appreciate the whistleblowing within the organization.62 Though, it might be

interesting to study how retaliation might differ between the channels, and how this could

also affect the effectiveness of the channels.

Hence, we do not claim our results to give a complete picture about the possible de-

terminants for the effectiveness of whistleblowing overall and the functioning of each

channel. A growing body of experimental literature unfolds a wide range of factors that

seem to have an influence on the whistleblowing decision and its effectiveness. So far,

however, they have not been investigated in an environment where two different channels

exist. For instance, Butler et al. 2019 show that the public approval subjects expect to

62See for the report of the Global Ethics Survey 2020 at: https://www.ethics.org/global-business-ethics-
survey/
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receive from whistleblowing seems to have a positive effect on the whistleblowing decision.

However, this result might only apply for external whistleblowing and could shift even

to the contrary for internal whistleblowing for two reasons. Subjects might not expect

approval from their colleagues to whistleblow internally but even a negative response.

Furthermore, they will not receive a response by the public, because the wrongdoing

may be resolved internally. This could additionally motivate subjects to rather use the

external channel.
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3.7 Appendix A: Additional Tables

Table 3.3. Raw data on decisions for team members and public members across
treatments

Note: This figure presents the average values for lying, reporting and accepting decisions.

NoEXTERNAL EXTERNAL DAMAGE INVESTIGATION

Decisions

Team members

Lying 0.530 0.556 0.542 0.410

Reporting

Internal channel 0.318 0.014 0.069 0.045

External channel - 0.236 0.069 0.197

Sequential - 0.014 0.028 0.076

Accepting 0.409 0.417 0.361 0.545

Observations 66 72 72 66

Public members

Accept - 0.958 1.00 0.954

Observations 22 24 24 22
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3.8 Appendix B: Instructions and Questionnaire

Instructions

Note: The parts in the dashed line frame box, are parts that were presented to No-baseline

treatments: EXTERNAL, INVESTIGATION and DAMAGE. As for the latter treat-

ments, the instruction only differ in the part on sanctions. I made clear which text was

provided in which treatment.

General information about the experiment

We welcome you to this study.

You are participating in a study about economic decision-making and are therefore asked

to make some decisions in the following. You are receiving a starting fee of 10 Euros

for your appearance. Please read the instructions carefully to learn how you can earn

additional money or get money subtracted based on your decisions and the decisions of

the other participants of this study. Please note that you will receive at least 4 Euros at

the end of this study.

Your income during the study will be calculated in Euros. At the end of the study, you

will receive your payment in cash.

All interactions between you and the other participants in today’s study will occur

through a computer. Please remain quiet and do not talk to the other participants

or contact them in any other way. If you have questions, please raise your hand, and one

of us will come to you.

Your participation will be completely anonymous. This means that you will neither get

to know the identity of the participants you interact with before the study nor afterward.

These participants will also not get to know anything about your identity.

At the beginning of the study, all participants will be allocated to one of two possible

roles: Team member and non-team member. You will be informed on your screen

which role you have been assigned to. You will keep this role throughout the whole study.
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This study is divided into two parts. First, we will hand out and explain the instructions

for part 1. Only after part 1 has been conducted will you receive the instructions for part

2.

You will receive your final income at the end of part 2.
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Part 1

In part 1, team members can earn money by finishing the following typing task. The task

is correctly typing out a randomly sorted row of numbers and letters. Team members

are asked to correctly type out as many rows as possible during 5 minutes. Please note

that every single element must be typed out correctly. After you have typed out a row,

press the “Next”-button to get a new row with different numbers and letters. You can see

how many rows you have already typed out correctly at the bottom part of your screen.

Below this text, you can find a screenshot of the typing task.

Preliminary income at the end of part

The income for team members is determined by the number of correctly typed out rows,

as you can see in the table below.

Non-team members do not carry out the typing task and receive a fixed amount of 6 Euros.

Correctly typed rows 20 or less More than 20

Euros 6 9

Please note that the income that you receive at the end of part 1 will be directly trans-

ferred to part 2 and is therefore subject to change. You will only get a payout of your

final income at the end of part 2.
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Part 2

At the beginning of part 2 each team member is randomly allocated to a team of 6

members. In each team the team members are labeled with a number:

Team member 1

Team member 2

Team member 3

Team member 4

Team member 5

Team member 6

Furthermore, each team is assigned two non-team members. The non-team members are

also labeled with a number:

Non-team member 1

Non-team member 2

From now on, we will indicate the number of Euros each team member earned in the

typing task as the actual output of the team member.

Now assume for the rest of the instructions that you have been labeled as

team member 1 of a team:

A short overview of the decisions you will make in part 2, which will be explained in more

detail in the following:

1. Reporting: You report your output and can choose between 6 and 9 Euros.

2. Notifying: You decide if you want to notify your team member 2 in case he or she

has reported a higher output than his or her actual output

3. Acceptance: You decide if you want to accept a notification that has been sent to

you by team member 3 or 4 and the corresponding sanctions of that.

Decision 1: Reporting

First, you are asked to report your output from part 1.
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You can either report 6 or 9 Euros as your output. Your report is sent to the two

non-team members assigned to your team. During this decision, only you know your

actual output.

For calculating your income at the end of the first decision, only your reported out-

put is used – independent of your actual output from part 1.

If your actual output is 6 Euros and you report 9 Euros as your output, both

non-team members receive a reduction in payment by 2 Euros.

At the same time, all other team members 2 – 6 are asked to report their output in the

same way.

Decision 2: Notifying

For decision 2 (notifying), each team member observes at a given point of time the

actual and the reported output of another team member. For example, you as

team member 1, observe the actual and reported output of team member 5.

Before you observe the actual and reported output of team member 6, you are asked to

decide whether you will notify team member 5 in case he or she has reported a higher

output.

You must pay 10 Cents for each notification you send. Your notification is only sent if

team member 5 has actually reported higher output.

You can choose between the following options:

A: Notify team member 5 to the other team members.
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B: Notify team member 5 to the non-team members.

C: Notify team member 5 to the other team members. If this notification is

rejected, send a notification to non-team members.

B or D: Do not notify team member 5.

At the same time, all other team members 2-6 make the same decision for the team

member they observe. Non-team members do not make this decision.
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Decision 3: Acceptance

Based on the decisions that were made in decision 1 and decision 2 notifications are sent to

non-team members and/or

team members.

Notifications to non-team members

Before each non-team member actually receives a notification, he or she

is asked to decide whether he or she wants to accept or decline all

potential notifications. In other words, each non-team member makes

one decision which counts for all notifications that he or she will

actually receive.

Only if both non-team members decide to accept notifications, all

notifications that are actually sent to non-team members are accepted.

Sanctions that are more precisely explained in the next section follow for

accepted notifications.

You as a team member make a similar decision.

Notifications to team members

Before you actually receive a notification, you are asked to decide whether you want

to accept or decline all potential notifications. In other words, you make one

decision which counts for all notifications that you will actually receive. Each team

member can receive two notifications at most.

Please note:

• You will never decide about notifications that concern yourself.

• You will never decide about notifications that concern team members that observe

you.
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• You will never decide about notifications that were sent by a team member that

you observe.

For example, as team member 1 you could receive notifications of your team members 2

and 4.

This means in return that each notification is sent to two team members. The no-

tification is accepted if both corresponding team members decided to accept

all notifications they received.

If you decided to accept all potential notifications that you are receiving, these notifica-

tions will in fact only be accepted if the other corresponding team member accepts the

notification as well.

At the same time all other team members 2 – 6 make the same decision as you about

potential notifications that they can receive.

Sanctions

Accepted notifications can cause sanctions. Sanctions from non-team members differ

from sanctions that team members implement.

The exact procedure for the implementation of sanctions
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1 Sanctions that non-team members implement

For EXTERNAL and DAMAGE:

For each successful notification, the team member who has been

notified will suffer a reduction in payment by 4 Euros. Therefore,

each one of the two non-team members receives a payback of 2

Euros. In other words:

• Each team member who has been successfully notified

looses 2 + 2 = 4 Euros.

• Each non-team member receives 2 Euros back from each

team member that has been notified successfully.

(Only for Damage treatment:

Additionally, you and all other team members get a reduction of

50 Cents for each notification that non-team members accepted.)

For INVESTIGATION:

Suppose non-team members accept at least one notification. In

that case, all team members who reported a higher output will

suffer a reduction in payment by 4 Euros. Therefore, each one

of the two non-team members receives a payback of 2 Euros. In

other words:

• All team members that reported a higher output loose 2 +

2 = 4 Euros.

• Each non-team member receives 2 Euros back from each

team member that reported a higher output.

The second stage only applies if non-team members accept no

notifications.
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2 Sanctions that team members implement

For each notification that team members accepted, the team member who was notified

suffers a reduction in payment by 4 Euros. Therefore, each one of the two non-team

members receives a payback of 2 Euros. In other words:

• Each team member that was notified and whose notification was accepted loses 2+2

= 4 Euros.

• Each non-team member receives 2 Euros back from each team member that was

notified and whose notification was accepted.

Final Income at the end of part 2

Your final income at the end of part 2 (the income for team members 2 – 6 is composed the same way):

Your final income = your reported output – sanctions – costs for notifications

The final income of non-team members in part 2:

Final income = 6 – (Number of team members that report a higher output) * 2 +

(Number of sanctioned team members that have reported a higher output) * 2

Questionnaire

Reporting

1. Team member 1’s actual output is 6 Euros. What can Team member 1 report to the

non-team members?

a. Only 9 Euros.

b. Only 6 Euros.

c. Either 9 or 6 Euros.
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Notifying

2. Each team member can notify at most one other team member.

3. Suppose team member 1 chooses option C and team member 2 actually reported a

higher output. If the corresponding team members 3 decided not to accept any potential

notifications, team member 1 has to pay:

a. Nothing

b. 10 Cents

c. 20 Cents

4. If a team member notifies another team member, sanctions are automatically imple-

mented.

Acceptance

5. Only non-team members can receive notifications from team members.

6. Each notification is sent to two participants.

7. A notification is accepted only if . . . decide/s to accept any potential notifications:

a. both participants b. at least one participant

8. It can happen that a team member is asked to accept a notification that concerns him

or herself.

Sanctions

9. Only if all non-team members either did not receive any notifications or did not accept

a notification, sanctions accepted by team members will be implemented.

10. Sanctions implemented by non-team members differ from sanctions implemented by

team members.

11. If team members implement sanctions only those team members are sanctioned that

reported a higher output than their actual output, that were actually notified, and whose

notification was accepted by team members.

Income

12. The income of non-team members can be 6 Euros at most.
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13. Suppose team member 2 reported 9 Euros, which is higher than his actual output,

and all other team members reported their actual output of 6 Euros. Furthermore, team

member 1 decides to notify team member 2 to non-team members if team member 2

reported a higher output than his or her actual output. As this is the case, a notification

is sent to the two non-team members.

Suppose the corresponding both non-team members accept the notification. Please indi-

cate the final income of all team members and non-team members:

Income of team member 1

Income of team member 2

Income of team member 3

Income of team member 4

Income of team member 5

Income of team member 6

Income of non-team member 1

Income of non-team member 2
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CHAPTER 4

ETHICAL RESPONSIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE

4.1 Introduction

Financial incentives are a well-studied and widely used mechanism to increase workers’

productivity. A long strand of empirical studies shows that monetary compensation is a

crucial factor for employees’ effort choice (Lazear, 2000; Shearer, 2004; Bandiera et al.,

2005). At the same time, it is widely accepted among social scientists and practitioners

that this is not the only factor that influences workers’ motivation. In the past decades,

economists and psychologists have emphasized the role of non-financial incentives and in-

vestigated how much the work environment can affect workers’ productivity (Deci, 1971;

Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000; Ariely et al., 2009).

In fact, several studies involving field and lab experiments show that employees exert

more effort when they regard their job as meaningful (Ariely et al., 2008; Chandler and

Kapelner, 2013) or when the job has a pro-social mission, i.e., contributes to a public

good (Fehrler and Kosfeld, 2014; Tonin and Vlassopoulos, 2015; Carpenter and Gong,

2016; Charness et al., 2016; Kajackaite and Sliwka, 2017; Cassar, 2018).

These results suggest that workers’ motivation is higher if their work environment matches

their ethical values and social standards. In other words, it appears that only if the work

environment is aligned with the workers’ pro-social and moral values do non-financial

incentives become effective. For firms, however, this can be challenging and costly to

implement. It might, therefore, be useful to provide employees with more discretion to

shape their work environment in a way which meets their own social and ethical stan-

dards. In this regard, it has become frequent over recent years for an increasing number of

companies to grant employees more flexibility to shape their work environment, offering

workers decision rights to match their ethical and social values at their workplace.

One example is the US online retailer Zappos. The former CEO Tony Hsieh introduced

a no-script policy for those who work in the customer service. He argued that employees

should be able to “let their true personalities shine during every phone call” by giving

them the freedom to interact freely with the customers. Thus, workers can make their

own decision whether to consult in a way best for the clients or to sell unnecessary ser-
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vices. This is in contrast to the usual practice of firms to provide written scripts where

workers are strongly encouraged to sell services by all means. We argue that a worker is

more motivated when he is free to choose his own work environment because this gives

him a sense of responsibility over his work.

In this paper, we investigate whether being responsible for a work environment that

matches one’s own ethical values can serve as an incentive to increase performance. Psy-

chological research studies indicate that the feeling to have self-determined one’s own

behavior and, thus, the feeling of being responsible for an environment plays a decisive

role on individuals’ intrinsic motivation. It makes the individual feel more coherent with

one’s self and thus more committed to the action one executes (Deci, 1971; Ryan and

Deci, 2000; Gagné and Deci, 2005).

However, there exists so far limited empirical evidence on this question. Fehrler and

Kosfeld (2014) find that participants who choose to contribute their produced output

to a charity exerted more effort compared to participants who are randomly assigned

to contribute to it. The authors explain this effect by self-selection arguing that the

choice acts as a vehicle to efficiently target only those workers for whom Corporate Social

Responsibility is an effective non-financial incentive. However, the observed increase in

performance might also be caused by the choice itself because workers find themselves

responsible for their pro-social behavior. It is, indeed, difficult to separate one explana-

tion from the other because they usually coincide: When an individual makes a choice,

she acts the way she prefers. Thus, choosing an ethical or pro-social work environment

might increase motivation through (i) the fact that the individual acts according to her

preferences or (ii) by the feeling of being responsible for it.

In our experiment, we control for selection effects and focus on how being responsible for

an ethical or unethical decision affects performance. In particular, we match participants

into pairs composed of one worker and one employer. The worker and the employer are

each independently assigned a piece-rate for a task the worker eventually has to per-

form. The payoffs for both - the employer and the worker - are the same and depend

on the reported piece-rate and the worker’s performance. The employer and the worker

are asked to individually report the assigned piece-rate, where they have the incentive

to over-report this piece-rate. At the same time, we explicitly declare over-reporting a
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violation of the rules of the experiment which is, however, not punished. This creates a

trade-off between one’s own financial gain and ethical considerations. In the following

we will refer to a situation where the worker performs under an over-reported piece-rate,

he is not entitled to, as an “unethical” environment. Conversely, we will call the situa-

tion an “ethical” environment when a worker and the employer receive a payoff based on

the designated piece-rate. Furthermore, we introduce a randomization procedure which

implements the reporting decision of either the worker or the employer. This creates

our two major “treatment” conditions: Responsibility and NoResponsibility. In case the

worker’s decision is implemented we refer to the treatment condition as Responsibility

and as NoResponsibility otherwise.

As a first result we find that given an ethical environment, workers in the Responsi-

bility condition perform better than in the NoResponsibility condition. This result can

still be driven by selection because the NoResponsibility case also includes workers who

would have preferred to work in an unethical environment. We want to focus on the

effect of responsibility only and, therefore, concentrate only on those workers who prefer

to work in an ethical work environment. When comparing their performance in the Re-

sponsibility and the NoResponsibility condition, we still find that performance is higher

for workers in the Responsibility condition. This gives us reason to infer that responsi-

bility has an effect on performance. However, we do not find this effect for an unethical

environment. Thus, workers who are responsible for an unethical environment do not

seem to be more motivated. Lastly, we find that when workers are asked to perform

in an unethical work environment they are not responsible for, ethical workers perform

significantly worse than unethical workers. We interpret this result such that workers

bear ethical costs in an unethical work environment, even if they are not responsible for

it.

With our findings we add to a field of experimental literature studying the relation-

ship between responsibility and effort provision. So far this has only been investigated

in gift exchange settings where social preferences explain positive effort choices. Char-

ness (2000), for instance, finds that agents provide more effort when a random procedure

determines agents’ wages compared to a situation where a third party chooses agents’

wages. The author explains this finding by stating that in presence of a random proce-

dure an agent feels solely responsible for final payoffs, while the same agent can shift part
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of this responsibility when a third party has determined his wage. Moreover, in a more

recent study Charness et al. (2012) show that when employers delegate their wage deci-

sion to their workers, workers respond with higher effort. Controlling for other possible

explanations such as reciprocity, the authors show that feeling more responsible for the

outcome seems to be a driving factor of the effect. Similarly, Falk and Kosfeld (2006) find

that when principals restrict the effort choice set of the employees by setting a minimum

effort level - and thus also employees’ responsibility - employees perform worse than in

cases where choice sets are not restricted. Thus, responsibility for final outcomes seems

to enhance pro-social motivations and through this channel increases effort. In contrast

to these studies, we approach the relationship between responsibility and effort provision

from a different angle by asking if being responsible for an ethical work environment

creates additional motivation which results in higher performance.63

Furthermore, this paper relates to experimental research on shifting of costs for unethical

behavior. In a dictator game, Bartling and Fischbacher (2011) find that dictators are

punished significantly less if they delegate an unfair decision to a second person instead

of making the same unfair decision themselves. Even if delegation by design eliminates

the possibility of a fair outcome, Oexl and Grossman (2013) observe that dictators are

able to successfully shift the blame for an unfair outcome to a powerless delegee. Whereas

in this literature the focus lies on the costs that are incurred by other peoples’ punish-

ments, we look at self-image related costs that are incurred by the person who acts in an

unethical environment. We find that people seem to incur these ethical costs even if they

work in an unethical environment they are not responsible for, which implies that they

cannot fully shift these costs to the decision maker.

As a specific feature of our design, we separate the choice from its implementation in

order to observe the selection that would have evolved in a natural field setting and

control for it. This relates our paper to research that studies the effect of democratic

institutions on behavior. This body of literature provides various attempts to disentangle

the effect of making a decision from the effect of self-selection (Dal Bó et al., 2010; Sutter

63Looking at the effort provision in a work environment after the choice was implemented distinguishes
our paper from recent research on delegation, which investigates the motivational effect of having
decision rights (Fehr et al. 2012, Bartling et al. 2014). In this literature, the focus lies on the
effort people provide to keep the right to choose and thus on motivational gains before the choice is
implemented. Adding to that literature, Sloof and von Siemens (2019) introduce an implementation
stage but do not focus on the effect of responsibility.
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et al., 2010; Dal Bó et al., 2019). In our paper, we use a technique which is similar to

that of Dal Bó et al. (2010). In their setting the group members cast a vote on the im-

plementation of an effective sanctioning institution to enforce cooperation but a random

mechanism either implements the group’s voting outcome or overrides the vote. They

find that people cooperate more if their own decision outcome is implemented compared

to having the same decision exogenously imposed on them. After controlling for possible

other explanations such as information transmission, the authors show that the effect is

robust and call it an “endogeneity premium”, which we would interpret as a valuation

of being responsible. Beside this strand of research, there is one study by Babcock et al.

(2015) where the authors argue that the mere act of choosing might be motivating for

individuals. In a field experiment, they find that people perform better if they can choose

their incentive scheme compared to a situation where they are randomly assigned to it.

In contrast to the other studies, Babcock et al. (2015) could rule out selection as an

explanation ex post since an almost complete selection into one choice option occurred.

In this paper, we can control for selection ex ante and therefore can explicitly observe the

workers’ types even in case when the choice of the employer was implemented. Besides

of that, we look at the effect of choosing when it comes with an ethical dimension and

implies a trade-off between financial gains and ethical standards.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental

design and procedure. In Section 3, we introduce a basic framework that shall illustrate

our behavioral hypotheses about the expected treatment effects. Section 4 presents the

results of the study and Section 5 concludes.

4.2 Experimental Design and Procedures

4.2.1 Experimental Design

We run a laboratory experiment where we group subjects into pairs and randomly assign

one the role of an employer and the other the role of a worker. The experiment consists

of three stages (see Figure 4.1).

Stage 1: Decision stage

In the decision stage, the employer and the worker are independently assigned a piece-
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Figure 4.1. Experimental design

rate.64 They are then asked to simultaneously report this piece-rate, which in the effort

stage will be used to calculate the earnings for both, the employer and the worker. More

precisely, in the effort stage the worker performs a real effort task which in 50 percent

of the cases is remunerated based on his own reported piece-rate and in 50 percent of

the cases based on the piece-rate reported by the employer. Earnings are the same for

employers and workers. This means that a higher reported piece-rate implies higher earn-

ings for both employer and worker.65

For this decision, both players find on their screens two different piece-rate options,

namely 5 and 8 points per unit of effort, they can choose from. Thus, employers and

workers who were actually assigned a piece-rate of 5 points per unit of effort - which hap-

pens in 4 out of 5 cases66 - have the opportunity to report a piece-rate of 8 points per unit

of effort. The experimental instructions explicitly clarify that reporting a higher piece-

rate violates the rules of the experiment. Specifically, the instructions say: “Reporting

a piece-rate that is different from your designated piece-rate is considered a violation of

the rules. If you do so anyway, your earnings will be calculated based on your reported

but not the designated piece-rate. You will, therefore, receive a piece-rate which does not

64For more detailed information on the experimental procedure, please look into the instructions provided
in the Appendix.

65The employers’ and workers’ payoffs are aligned in order to provide them both with the same incentive
to over-report. Moreover, we think it is crucial to let the employer also make a decision. If we only
had a random procedure simulating an employer’s decision, we could not argue that the environment
is considered ethical or unethical to the same extent.

66Employers and workers have no information regarding the exact distribution of the piece-rates. From
the reporting decision on the screen they can infer that both piece-rates, 5 and 8 points per unit of
effort, are possible.
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correspond to the piece-rate designated for your task”.67 In this sense, we consider the

decision to report the designated piece-rate “ethical” and the decision to over-report “un-

ethical” as it violates a stated rule and implies that one earns a higher than designated

piece-rate, one is not entitled to.68 Accordingly, if a worker performs under an ethical

decision we consider it an ethical work environment, whereas working under an unethical

decision implies an unethical work environment. Please note that only the workers will

learn about the nature of the real effort task, which happens only after the decision stage.

Therefore, we can rule out that employers or workers condition their reporting decision

on their belief about the worker’s performance in the effort stage because they will have

no information about what the worker will do.

Hence, we will only consider decisions of participants that were assigned a piece-rate

of 5 points per unit of effort and, therefore, faced an actual trade-off between a financial

gain and the adherence to rules as a potential ethical standard. This means that the eth-

ical decision always yields a piece-rate of 5 points per unit of effort, while the unethical

decision yields a piece-rate of 8 points per unit of effort.

Stage 2: Randomization

After both participants reported their individual designated piece-rate, the reported

piece-rate of either the employer or the worker is implemented with equal probability.

The participants know this procedure beforehand. The randomization device creates our

“treatment” conditions. In treatment condition Responsibility, the worker performs a

task that is compensated based on a piece-rate he has reported himself. Thus, he can

work in an ethical or in an unethical environment, but in either case he is responsible for

it. In treatment condition NoResponsibility, the worker performs a task that is compen-

sated based on a piece-rate the employer has reported. Hence, in that case the worker

67Through explicit control questions we ensure that subjects did not expect further consequences from
circumventing the stated rule of reporting truthfully.

68One could indeed make an objection here as we call an efficiency maximizing behavior unethical.
This comes along with two implications. Firstly, outcome-based preferences such as altruism or social
preferences would lead to behavior which we define unethical. For the unethical case, we would, if
anything, under-estimate the effect of ethical costs opposing the effect of responsibility. However, in a
questionnaire after the experiment ended the answers of those participants who reported a higher piece-
rate show that nobody explained the behavior with ethical reasons but only with their own financial
gain. Secondly, workers who make an ethical decision might want to compensate for the resulting
efficiency loss. However, that would imply that workers feel guilty towards an allegedly unethical
employer for having made an ethical choice.
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acts in an ethical or unethical environment he is not responsible for. In the NoRespon-

sibility treatment condition, the worker is informed about the designated and reported

piece-rates of the employer. This ensures that the worker - when performing the real

effort task - knows whether the employer did over-report the piece-rate or not. In case of

Responsibility the worker receives no information regarding the employer’s choice.

Stage 3: Effort stage

In the effort stage, workers are asked to count the occurrences of “7”s that appear in suc-

cessive sequences of numbers. The payoffs for the employer and the worker are the same

and calculated by the worker’s number of correctly solved sequences times the respective

reported piece-rate implemented by the random draw. The number of correctly solved

tasks will be our measure for performance.69

Table 4.1 displays all relevant conditions in which the worker could perform the task

eventually. First, we distinguish between Responsibility and NoResponsibility, which we

exogenously vary through the randomization stage and, therefore, call our “treatment

conditions”. In case of Responsibility the worker performs under his own decision. Based

on the worker’s own decision, he can be responsible either for an ethical or for an un-

ethical work environment. In case of NoResponsibility the worker performs under the

employer’s decision. Thus, he works in an environment he is not responsible for. Sec-

ond, we distinguish between the workers’ types, which reveal endogenously through the

workers’ decisions in the decision stage. Specifically, we call workers that chose an eth-

ical work environment in the decision stage ethical workers and, respectively, workers

who over-reported the piece-rate unethical workers. Therefore, in NoResponsibility the

worker’s type and the work environment chosen by the employer create four possible

scenarios in which the worker either performs according to his preferences or not. The

worker’s preferences are matched with the work environment when (i) an ethical worker

performs in an ethical environment, or (ii) an unethical worker performs in an unethical

way. Conversely, the worker’s preferences are mismatched, if he acts in an environment

he would not have chosen himself. At the end of the experiment the employer and the

69We use the number of correctly solved tasks as our measure of performance as this measure is incen-
tivized. In Figure 5 in the Appendix we additionally report the results when we use the total number
of attempted matrices as our measure of performance. It seems that the effect of responsibility does
not reveal in the quantity of work but in the quality of work.
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worker receive information regarding the number of correctly solved sequences by the

worker, the reported piece-rate, and the earnings of the pair.

Table 4.1. Relevant conditions in which worker possibly performs the task

NoResponsibility
Responsibility

Employer’s decision implemented
Worker’s decision
implemented

Ethical worker Unethical worker

Ethical
decision

implemented

Worker is not
responsible for the
ethical decision and
acts according to his

preferences
(matched)

N=29

Worker is not
responsible for the

unethical decision and
does not act according

to his preferences
(mismatched)

N=12

Ethical worker is responsible
for the ethical

decision

N=48

Unethical
decision

implemented

Worker is not
responsible for the
unethical decision
and does not act
according to his
preferences.
(mismatched)

N=9

Worker is not
responsible for the

unethical decision and
acts according to his

preferences.
(matched)

N=7

Unethical worker is responsible
for the unethical

decision

N=20

4.2.2 Experimental Procedures

We ran our experiment at the University of Cologne using the software ztree (Fischbacher,

2007) in January and April 2017. The participants earned e1 for 25 points. On average,

the participants earned e10.50 including show-up fee.70 The instructions were common

knowledge and read out loud at the beginning of each session. In total, 312 subjects

participated in our experiment.71 We have 68 observations in our treatment condition

70Prior to their registration at the Cologne Laboratory for Economic Research, all future participants
give their informed consent to voluntarily participate in the experiments.

71One observation was dropped due to a participant writing in the questionnaire: “I was tired and,
unfortunately, did not know which role I was.” This means that this person did not know if his effort
would actually count for the payoff calculation, since employers were also asked to perform a real-
effort task. However, employers’ performance did not count for final payoffs. This was clearly stated
in the instructions. As mentioned above, in the following, we will also rule out the observations of
those participants who got an actual piece-rate of 8 points per unit of effort assigned and, thus, did
not experience a trade-off between a financial gain and the adherence to rules as a potential ethical
standard.
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Responsibility and 57 observations in NoResponsibility. Table 4.1 displays the exact

numbers of observations for each condition as described in our experimental design. We

preregistered our experiment at AEA RTC Registry (RCT ID: AEARCTR-0001956).

4.3 Conceptual framework

To develop the intuition of the possible effects of being responsible for an ethical or

unethical decision, we provide the following framework. First, individuals decide between

piece-rate pH , pL with pH > pL and where the decision for pH implies over-reporting

and creates an unethical work environment. After the workers report a piece-rate p ∈
{pL, pH}, they choose an effort level e. We suggest that they maximize the following

utility function:

Ui(e, p, v, πi, δi, α, ci) = pe− cie
2 + rπie− [rvδi + (1− r)v(1− α)δi]e (4.1)

The utility function is composed of the monetary earnings, pe, minus a standard effort

cost function with a convex cost function, ce2. We extend that function by two additional

components. First, we allow for a utility gain from being responsible for a decision, rπi,

where πi ∈ [0, π] is the value of responsibility and where r ∈ {0, 1} denotes the treat-

ment condition. We assume that πi only applies in a situation where a worker performs

in a work environment he is responsible for, which is the case in our treatment condi-

tion Responsibility (r = 1). For simplicity, we assume a constant marginal gain from

responsibility. We do not claim that this assumption is generalizable but we assume it

is appropriate for our design. In our experiment, the worker can be responsible for the

piece-rate which applies for each unit of effort. In this way, the feeling of being responsi-

ble for acting ethically or, respectively, unethically applies to every unit of effort.

Second, we introduce an ethical cost, δi, where δi ∈ [0, δ]. We assume that this ethi-

cal cost applies in situations where the worker achieves an outcome through a violation

of a rule v = 1, where p = pH . We assume that acting under an unethical decision

increases effort costs at a constant marginal rate. This again derives from our experi-

mental design where the unethical decision concerns the piece-rate the worker earns for

each unit of effort. Therefore, the rule violation applies to each unit of effort. Due to our

experimental design, we also assume ethical costs and effort costs to be uncorrelated. The

decision whether to over-report occurs before participants are informed about the nature
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of the real effort task. This eliminates the concern that the two costs components might

be correlated. To capture the phenomenon of shifting ethical costs, we allow the cost of

being unethical to be deduced by a rate of α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, in case the unethical

decision was made by someone else. In particular, we refer with this additional parameter

to previous literature showing that the costs of being unethical or unfair can be (partly)

shifted to the person who actually made the decision (Bartling and Fischbacher, 2011;

Oexl and Grossman, 2013).

The worker chooses an optimal effort level e∗ which is contingent on the condition the

worker finds himself (see Table 2). Backward induction reveals the threshold of ethical

costs for which individuals are indifferent between choosing a higher piece-rate by making

an unethical decision and being honest with the lower piece-rate (see Appendix B of this

chapter for the formal derivation of this threshold).

δ̂ = pH − pL (4.2)

To give the intuition, this threshold simply illustrates that individuals are predicted to

choose an ethical work environment only if the marginal cost from violating the rule (δi)

exceeds its marginal benefit such that δi > δ̂.

If we assume all non-standard parameters to be zero, we would find no ethical behavior

in the first place. For a standard selfish decision-maker, ethical costs would not apply.

Therefore, we would find no ethical behavior at all because only the marginal benefit

from over-reporting would be taken into account. Furthermore, we would find no treat-

ment difference in performance because being responsible would not affect effort cost of

the worker. We get the same prediction for any form of outcome-based social preference

models. Choosing the highest piece-rate by violating the rule would increase efficiency

without distorting equity because the payoffs of the employer and worker are aligned.

We will now discuss the predictions that follow if we assume the parameters we addi-

tionally introduced to be non-zero. Let us first look at the ethical costs that would

apply when a worker performs in an unethical work environment. If we assume δi to be

distributed over a sufficiently large interval,72 we would find a fraction of workers that

chooses not to over-report and thus make an ethical decision. Furthermore, since the

72Specifically, we need to assume here that δi is distributed over an interval [0, δ], where δ ≥ δ̂.
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threshold in (2) does not depend on the worker’s effort cost ci
73 the decision itself to be

ethical or unethical would not lead to differences in performance between Responsibility

or NoResponsibility conditions.

In case πi > 0 workers are motivated by the mere fact that they work in an environ-

ment they are responsible for.74 Specifically, we would find a higher effort level for

ethical workers if they act according to their own ethical decision compared to ethical

workers that act according to an ethical decision made by someone else.

Hypothesis 1 Ethical workers exert more effort when they perform in an ethical work

environment they are responsible for than in an ethical work environment that was chosen

by the employer.

For the unethical case, our framework does not give a clear prediction because we have

two possible effects coming along with responsibility that go in contrary directions. Com-

paring unethical workers between treatment conditions, the motivational gain from being

responsible might be counteracted by ethical costs that are higher if one is responsible

for it. The observable effect of responsibility on performance in an unethical decision

depends on how much workers can shift the ethical cost to the employer who made the

decision in case of NoResponsibility. To be more specific about this possible counteracting

effect, let us now consider α which is the degree to which ethical costs can be shifted.

First, one could assume α = 1, which simply illustrates the case where workers can

fully shift their ethical costs δi to the employer in NoResponsibility. In contrast to un-

ethical workers acting in an unethical work environment in NoResponsibility, unethical

workers with Responsibility add to their optimal effort provision the component πi−δi
2ci

.

The direction of the effect of responsibility, therefore, depends on the relative magnitudes

of πi and δi. Furthermore, with α = 1 we would find no difference in effort provision

between ethical and unethical workers who work in an unethical work environment chosen

by the employer in NoResponsibility.

73This follows from the assumption that effort and ethical costs are uncorrelated. As explained above
we make this assumption as it follows from our experimental design.

74For the sake of simplicity, we do assume in this framework a parameter which is uncorrelated with the
type of the decision - whether it is an ethical or unethical decision. Alternatively, one could argue that
responsibility has a stronger or any impact only in a situation where the individual made an ethical
decision. Responsibility would then only be effective if it is connected to a self-image enhancing action
and, thereby, act like a moral boost. As we will find in the results, we cannot rule out this alternative
approach.
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Table 4.2. Optimal effort levels by condition

Note: This table presents the optimal effort levels in the scenarios with and without respon-
sibility for the implemented choice. We focus on the effect of responsibility on performance.
Hence, we compare ethical workers whose ethical preferences match the environment (matched
workers), but only the responsibility varies. And we compare unethical workers who work in an
unethical work environment between responsibility and no responsibility. To better illustrate
the comparison of interest, we split the column NoResponsiblity between ethical worker an un-
ethical worker. In addition, for each ethical type the effort level is encircled if preferences are
matched in case of NoResponsibility.

NoResponsibility
Responsibility

Employer’s decision implemented, r = 0
Worker’s decision
implemented, r = 1

Ethical worker Unethical worker

Ethical decision
implemented

(v=0, p=pL)
e∗ = pL

2ci
e∗ = pL

2ci
e∗ = pL+πi

2ci

Unethical decision
implemented

(v=1, p=pH)
e∗ =

pH−(1−α)δi
2ci

e∗ =
pH−(1−α)δi

2ci
e∗ = pH+πi−δi

2ci

In our experiment, however, we expect that the worker cannot fully shift ethical costs in

case of NoResponsibility (1 > α ≥ 0). Even if the employer is responsible, workers still

need to perform in this unethical environment. Therefore, we assume that workers can-

not fully dissociate from the unethical behavior. This partial shift of ethical costs would

also be consistent with results from Oexl and Grossman (2013) who show that observers

would blame individuals who carry out an unethical behavior even if they did not initiate

it themselves and were not able to correct it. Assuming only a partial shift of ethical

costs in NoResponsibility, the costs for an unethical work environment would arise in both

conditions in Responsibility and NoResponsibility but would be lower in NoResponsibility.

Lower ethical costs in case of NoResponsibility could, in turn, offset the motivational gain

from being responsible. The compound effect of responsibility, therefore, depends on the

relative magnitudes of πi, δi, and α and does not give a clear prediction. Furthermore,

a partial shift of ethical costs implies that in the treatment condition NoResponsbility

unethical workers choose a higher effort level than ethical workers in case the employer

chose an unethical work environment. This is because ethical workers reveal a δi > δ̂ and

therefore bear higher ethical costs than unethical workers, where δi < δ̂.
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Hypothesis 2 In case the workers act in an unethical work environment they are not

responsible for, unethical workers exert higher effort than ethical workers.

4.4 Results

In the following, we compare the workers’ mean performance levels between the different

conditions distinguished by treatments and workers’ types as described above. We will

only compare conditions with the same incentive scheme. We use the non-parametric

Mann-Whitney-U test which is suitable for independent observations and small samples.

In the first section we will look at aggregated outcomes without controlling for selection.

To address the hypotheses we derived from our framework, we will then look at the

specific types of workers to see (1) if responsibility itself has an effect on performance

and (2) if ethical costs are shifted in case of NoResponsibility.

4.4.1 Responsibility versus NoResponsibility in aggregated outcomes

Figure 4.2 compares the mean performance of workers who act under Responsibility (dark

gray bars) to workers that act under NoResponsibility (light gray bars). The left panel

illustrates the workers’ performance in an ethical work environment, whereas the right

panel displays the mean performance when the workers act in an unethical work envi-

ronment. First, the figure shows that there are participants who prefer an ethical work

environment despite the lower financial incentives. Specifically, we find that even 70 per-

cent of the workers do not violate the rules. This suggests that, in our setting, people

incur ethical costs from reporting a higher piece-rate.75 Second, if we pool over treat-

ment conditions and only compare the performance between the ethical and unethical

work environment, we see that performance is slightly higher in the unethical case (26.1

versus 28.4 correctly solved sequences). However, the difference in aggregate outcomes

is not statistically significant (p=0.1767). With regard to the incentives structure this

seems surprising. While participants in the ethical work environment earn 5 points per

unit of effort, the earnings correspond to 8 points per unit of effort in the unethical work

environment. This suggests that not only monetary incentives but also non-monetary

considerations affect performance levels, which we will discuss in the following.

In order to assess the impact of responsibility on performance, we now turn to the left

75We find the same fraction of employers making an ethical decision.
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panel of Figure 4.2 and, therefore, look at the workers’ performance in an ethical work en-

vironment under low incentives. We find that the performance is higher for workers who

are responsible for the ethical decision compared to workers that perform in an ethical

work environment chosen by the employer (27.8 versus 24.2 correctly solved sequences).

This is an increase in mean performance of about 15% which is economically and statis-

tically significant (p= 0.049). The positive effect of responsibility we find for an ethical

environment can be explained by two potential factors. On the one hand, we hypothesize

that workers are potentially more motivated if they act in a work environment which

they chose and for which they are responsible. On the other hand, the effect could be

driven by self-selection. Whereas in the NoResponsibility condition the ethical work envi-

ronment might match or mismatch the worker’s preference, workers choosing the ethical

work environment in the Responsibility condition revealed their preference for it. Thus,

the comparison of these two different groups of workers could create a performance dif-

ference as, for instance, acting according to one’s preferences might be motivating. We

want to rule out this latter possible effect as an explanation and, therefore, only compare

workers who anyways prefer to work in an ethical environment.

Before we go to the type specific comparison, we have a brief look at the right panel

of Figure 4.2. It displays the mean performance levels in case of an unethical work en-

vironment. Given such an environment, we do not find any difference in performance

between treatment conditions. However, this does not tell us yet how responsibility af-

fects performance because also in this case selection could be going on. In particular,

our model shows that in an unethical environment, ethical types bear higher ethical costs

and this might lead them to perform worse than unethical types. Therefore, our model

anticipates that selection might play a role when an unethical work environment is im-

plemented.

Consequently, we will now proceed with type specific comparisons in order to explore

the underlying mechanism that causes the differences in aggregate outcomes.
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Figure 4.2. Performance of workers under ethical and unethical decisions by treat-
ment condition

Note: This figure presents the mean performance levels of workers who act under Responsibility
(dark gray bars) and NoResponsibility (light gray bars). It distinguishes between the scenarios
of an ethical decision being implemented, where v=0 and p = pL (left panel) and of unethical
decision being implemented, where v=1 and p = pH (right panel).

Result 1Workers who work in an ethical work environment for which they are responsible

perform better than workers who work in an ethical environment chosen by the employer.

We do not find this effect for implemented unethical decisions.

4.4.2 Type specific comparisons

Figure 4.3 displays mean performance of workers that perform in an ethical environment.

Similar to Figure 4.2, we also distinguish between the two conditions Responsibility and

NoResponsibility. In addition to this, Figure 4.3 separates the types of workers in the

NoResponsibility condition. The right light gray bar displays the mean performance of

ethical (matched) workers, who thus act according to their preferences. And, respectively,

the left light gray bar denotes the mean performance of the unethical (mismatched) work-

ers who would not have chosen that environment they eventually work in.

We can now compare mean performance of the same types between the two different

treatment conditions in order to control for possible selection effects. Therefore, we com-
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Figure 4.3. Performance with the ethical decision being implemented by treatment
conditions and worker’s type

Note: This figure presents the mean performance levels of workers, who work in an ethical work
environment, where p = pL and v = 0. It compares the mean levels between Responsibility
(dark grey) and NoResponsibility (light grey). Furthermore, for NoResponsbility, the figure
distinguishes between unethical workers, whose preferences were not matched (mismatched)
and ethical workers (matched).

pare ethical workers that work in an ethical environment they are responsible for (the

dark gray bar) to ethical workers performing in an ethical work environment under NoRe-

sponsibility (right light gray bar). We still find that the difference between the dark gray

bar and the left light gray bar is statistically significant (27.8 versus 23.9 correctly solved

sequences, p-value=0.037). This result provides evidence that the mere fact of being

responsible for an ethical work environment seems to increase motivation and, thereby,

positively affects performance.76 We now turn to the left light gray bar which displays

mean performance of mismatched unethical workers in the NoResponsibility case. When

we compare the two light gray bars, we find that unethical types perform as well as ethical

types when executing the employer’s ethical decision (p-value=0.518).

76Figure 4.6 in the Appendix A of this chapter reinforces this finding by displaying the cumulative
distribution of effort provision of ethical workers when an ethical work environment is implemented.
With Responsibility the distribution shifts to the left assessing a positive impact Responsibility has on
the whole distribution of ethical workers.
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Result 2 In an ethical work environment, ethical workers perform better under Re-

sponsibility than under NoResponsibility. This result suggests that the mere fact of being

responsible for an ethical work environment positively affects performance.

Figure 4.4 shows the mean performance of workers when an unethical decision is im-

plemented. Again, we distinguish between the treatment conditions. The dark gray bar

represents mean performance under Responsibility and the light gray bars stand for mean

performance under NoResponsibility. As before, we distinguish between types which are

the mismatched ethical workers (left light gray bar) and the matched unethical workers

(right light gray bar).

We first look at the workers acting under their own unethical decision (dark gray bar)

and compare their mean performance to unethical types working in an unethical work

environment chosen by the employer NoResponsibility (right light gray bar). The differ-

ence in mean performance is, if anything, going in the opposite direction compared to

the ethical case which means that under responsibility workers perform worse than under

NoResponsibility. We, however, do not find a significant difference between treatments

(p=.331). Even if we cannot draw a clear conclusion from this result, it still gives some

suggestive evidence for the hypothesis that in NoResponsibility workers can to some ex-

tent shift their ethical costs. Thus, relative to NoResponsibility the workers incur higher

ethical costs in Responsibility which would counteract the motivational gain from respon-

sibility in that treatment condition.

When we compare the two light gray bars we do find a significant difference. Specifically,

in an unethical work environment ethical workers perform significantly worse than unethi-

cal workers (24.9 versus 32.1 correctly solved sequences, p=.034). This results goes in line

with our hypothesis 2 and suggest that different ethical costs ethical and unethical work-

ers bear translate into different performance levels when an unethical work environment

is implemented. Furthermore, this result suggests that even in case of NoResponsibility

workers are not able to fully shift their ethical costs to the employer.

Result 3 In case of an unethical work environment, there is suggestive evidence that

responsibility does not increase performance as much as it does in case of an ethical de-

cision. If the unethical decision of the employer was implemented, we do find that ethical
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Figure 4.4. Performance under an unethical decision by treatment conditions and
worker’s type

Note: This figure presents the mean performance levels of workers, who work in an unethical
work environment, where p = pH and v = 1. It compares the mean levels between Responsibility
(dark grey) and NoResponsibility (light grey). Furthermore, for NoResponsbility, the figure
distinguishes between unethical workers, whose preferences are aligned with the environment
(matched) and ethical workers (mismatched).

workers perform significantly worse than unethical workers.

4.5 Conclusion

We study whether the feeling of being responsible for one’s own work environment might

serve as an incentive to increase workers’ performance. For this purpose, we let workers

choose between an ethical or unethical work environment. In the field, having the choice

about one’s own work environment usually implies not only responsibility but also allows

people to sort into environments they prefer. Both mechanisms might affect workers’

motivation. Using a specific randomization technique in a laboratory experiment, we can

separate the former from the latter possible effect. Specifically, we can compare workers

that both act according to their preferences but once with and once without responsibility

for this environment.

We find that responsibility for a work environment can serve as an incentive but it
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depends on the way the work environment is shaped. In particular, it seems that the

incentive effect becomes effective if workers are responsible for an ethical work environ-

ment. In this case, it seems that workers perform better than those who also prefer an

ethical environment but are not responsible for it. In contrast, those workers who choose

an unethical work environment do not respond to the same extent to responsibility. In

that case the incentive effect of responsibility seems to be counterbalanced by ethical

costs which arise when acting in a way that violates ethical standards. From this find-

ing one might conjecture that responsibility effectively increases performance only for

workers with high ethical cost who have a preference for an ethical environment even

if it means to sacrifice monetary gains. These types of workers are more likely to be

found in organizations with strong ethical and social missions as workers would rather

sort into environments they prefer. Those types of organizations often face tight budget

constraints. Thus, our finding might be particularly relevant for these organizations as

it provides them with a cost-saving tool to improve performance.

Our results might also have interesting implications for the field of compliance man-

agement, which installs monitoring systems to effectively ensure workers’ behavior to

comply to legal and ethical standards. Our results show that monitoring might come at

costs that have not been accounted for so far because it could spoil the positive effect of

responsibility on performance. This means that workers would provide less effort when

they are forced to act ethically compared to a situation where they autonomously choose

to work this way. In this light, apart from the important role of monitoring, a firm might

also put emphasis on careful screening for workers with high ethical standards. Screening

for employees with high ethical standards and allowing them to actively shape their work

environment might not only save monitoring costs but even increase the motivation of

workers.

Lastly, our results show that imposing a work environment which does not match workers’

ethical standards might have deteriorating effects on their performance. Coming back to

our example from the beginning - most of the customer service departments enforce very

detailed scripts workers are required to follow exactly and mostly serve to up-sell services

by all means. In case this procedure violates a worker’s ethical values, we find that this

work environment might lead to performance reduction. Specifically, we observe that

workers perform worse if they prefer to work in an ethical work environment but are
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forced to act against their ethical standards compared to workers who themselves were

willing to install an unethical work environment. Our results show that even higher mon-

etary incentives cannot compensate for this mismatch in ethical standards. This might

provide further justification for allowing employees to shape their work environment in a

way that meets their ethical standards. Only in this case can firms ensure that employees

with high ethical standards will be able to unfold their potential fully.
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4.6 Appendix A: Additional Figures and Tables

Figure 4.5. Number of attempted matrices with the ethical decision being imple-
mented by treatment conditions and worker’s type

Notes: When using the total number of attempted matrices - in contrast to the total number of cor-

rectly solved matrices - we find no effect of responsibility on performance. Ethical workers acting under

Responsibility do not try to solve more matrices compared to ethical workers acting in an ethical work

environment imposed by the employer (31.6 vs 32.4; p=0.256, Mann-Whitney-U Test). In this sense,

not the quantity of the work but the quality of the work improves in the presence of responsibility.
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Figure 4.6. Cumulative distribution of effort provision of ethical workers when the
ethical decision is implemented

Notes: Figure 6 displays the cumulative distribution of effort provision of ethical workers in an ethical

work environment. The solid line illustrates the Responsibility condition, while the dashed line highlights

effort provision in the NoResponsibility condition. With Responsibility the distribution shifts to the right

showing that effort provision under Responsibility is higher for all effort levels.
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4.7 Appendix B: Derivation of effort and threshold for

unethical decision

Utility function as proposed in equation (1) :

Ui(e, p, v, πi, δi, α, ci) = pe− cie
2 + rπie− [rvδi + (1− r)v(1− α)δi]e

∂U
∂e = p− 2cie+ rπi − rvδi − (1− r)v(1− α)δi

Derive optimal effort levels by ⇒ ∂U
∂e = 0

Ethical decision implemented with Responsibility (r=1, v=0):

pL − 2ce+ rπi = 0 ⇒ e∗ = pL+πi
2ci

Ethical decision implemented with NoResponsibility (r=0, v=0):

pL − 2ce = 0 ⇒ e∗ = pL

2ci

Unethical decision implemented with Responsibility (r=1, v=1):

pH − 2ce+ rπi − δi = 0 ⇒ e∗ = pH+πi−δi
2ci

Unethical decision implemented with NoResponsibility (r=0, v=1):

pH − 2ce− (1− α)δi = 0 ⇒ e∗ =
pH−(1−α)δi

2ci

Backward induction to determine δ̂ for which individuals are indifferent between choos-

ing a higher piece-rate by making an unethical decision and being honest with the lower

piece-rate:

pL(p
L+πi
2ci

)− ci(
pL+πi
2ci

)2 + πi(
pL+πi
2ci

) ≥

pH(p
H+πi−δi

2ci
)− ci(

pH+πi−δi
2ci

)2 + πi(
pH+πi−δi

2ci
)− δi(

pH+πi−δi
2ci

)

1
4ci

(pL + πi)
2 ≥ 1

4ci
(pH + πi − δi)

2

δi ≥ pH − pL
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4.8 Appendix C: Instructions and Questionnaire

Instructions

Note: Instructions translated from German. German instructions available upon request.

General information about the experiment

We welcome you to this experiment. Please read the first page of the instructions and

the detailed explanations of this experiment carefully. We will read everything aloud

afterwards.

If you read the following explanations carefully, then - depending on your decisions and

the decisions of the other participants - you can earn money in addition to the 4 euros

that you receive as an entry fee for your participation. It is therefore very important that

you read these explanations carefully. If you have any questions, please raise your hand.

We will then come to you and answer them.

During the experiment, you are not allowed to talk to the other participants or to use

your cell phone.

In this experiment, we do not refer to Euros but to points. So your income will first

be calculated in points. These will be converted to euros at the end of the experiment,

where:

25 points = 1 euro

At the end of today’s experiment, we will pay you your earnings from the experiment

plus 4 euros in cash for showing up.

Neither before nor after the study will you learn the identity of the participants you in-

teract with during the study. Likewise, these participants will not learn anything about

your identity.

In the following pages, we will explain the exact procedure of the experiment.
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Detailed information about the experiment

In this experiment, you will be divided into groups of two. One member will take on

the role ”A” and the other member the role ”B”. You will find out which role you take

before the experiment starts via your computer screen. So if you are a member ”A”, you

will be assigned a member ”B”. On the other hand, if you are a member ”B”, you will

be assigned a member ”A”.

Task member ”B”:

Member ”B” must perform one of the five tasks below. For this task ”B” has 10 minutes.

There are five possible tasks that ”B” can perform:

- Task “green”,

- Task “blue”,

- Task “orange”,

- Task “red”,

- Task “yellow”.

Each of these tasks consists of many small subtasks. Member ”B” does not find out

exactly what these subtasks consist of and how much he will earn for each subtask until

shortly before the task begins. In any case, the more subtasks member ”B” solves cor-

rectly, the higher the earnings for the group of two.

Decision on the task:

Member ”A” and member ”B” simultaneously decide which task they think member ”B”

should perform. With 50% probability, the decision of ”A” is implemented and with 50%

probability, the decision of ”B” is implemented.

To decide which task ”B” should perform, an experimenter comes to each participant

individually and brings five different colored envelopes. Each envelope represents the

task in the corresponding color. All participants can then choose between each of the five

envelopes, i.e. the five tasks.

- Task “green”,

- Task “blue”,

- Task “orange”,

- Task “red”,
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- Task “yellow”.

Keep in mind that at the time of your election you do not know what the chosen task

consists of, nor what the associated earning for each subtask is.

Entering the task and the piece rate:

Once you have chosen an envelope and thus a task, you are prompted to open the selected

envelope. The envelope contains three pieces of information:

- a password that you must type on the screen to inform the computer of your choice,

- the unit wage intended for the task, which you must click on the screen to allow

the computer to calculate your earnings,

- a numerical code that will become relevant later.

Please enter the first two pieces of information on the screen:

1. Make sure that the password is correct. This is the only way to display the selected

task.

2. Make sure that you enter the unit wage correctly. The piece rate you specify will

be used to calculate your earnings.

Earnings:

Please note: The earnings are the same for both members and consist of the number of

subtasks correctly solved by ”B” multiplied by the respective specified piece rate.

Earnings = number ob subtasks solved by ”B” * reported piece-rate.

This means:

- The more subtasks ”B” solves, the higher the earnings.

- The higher the specified piece rate, the higher the earnings.

If you report a piece rate other than the one provided, it will be a violation of the rules

just mentioned. Your earnings will be calculated using the piece rate you have reported

and not the intended piece rate. Accordingly, you will receive a piece rate that is not
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intended for the task.

Random decision:

The random device determines which decision (the chosen task of member ”A” or the

chosen task of member ”B”) is selected and thus carried out by ”B”.

a) If the decision of member ”A” is determining:

- Member ”B” learns via the computer the task selected by ”A” and the piece

rate reported by ”A”.

- In addition, ”B” receives the envelope chosen by ”A”. In this envelope, in

the third place (after the password and the intended piece rate), there is a

numerical code.

- ”B” is requested to enter this numerical code, only then ”B” can start pro-

cessing the task.

For information: By entering the numerical code, ”B” can neither change the task

selected by ”A” nor the piece rate specified by ”A”. The entry of the numerical code

is solely to ensure that ”B” is informed of the choice made by ”A”, the intended

and the reported piece rate wage, and is ready to begin the task.

b) If the decision of member ”B” is determining:

- ”B” is requested to enter the numerical code located in his chosen envelope in

the third place (after the password and the intended piece rate).

- Only then ”B” can start working on the task.

By entering the numerical code, ”B” cannot change the choice he has made regard-

ing the task, nor his specified piece rate. The entry of the numerical code serves

exclusively to ensure that ”B” is ready to start with the task.

Task for member ”A”:

While ”B” is performing the task chosen by ”A” or ”B”, ”A” is asked to perform another

task. This task is not decisive for the payment of the two members. ”A” is informed

about the task type directly via the screen.
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Control questions:

Before starting and being told what role to take and choosing an envelope, all partici-

pants are asked to answer some control questions to make sure that all participants have

understood the instructions.
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Questionnaire

Control questions are displayed only on the screens before the actual experiment starts:

Please state whether the following statements are true or false:

1. Both participants decide which task ”B” should perform, but only one of the two

decisions (that of ”A” or ”B”) is relevant.

2. Member ”B” always performs the task he has chosen.

3. The input of the password and the piece rate is decisive for the chosen task and the

earnings.

4. The number of subtasks correctly solved by ”B” has no effect on the earnings of

”A”.

5. The higher the specified piece rate for the selected task, the greater the earnings.
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